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Abstract 

Objects with emotional or motivational value are thought to benefit from facilitated 

perceptual processing. However, previous studies that have combined emotional 

variables with perceptual tests generally have relied on stimuli with well-established 

emotional value (e.g., expressive and neutral faces), ensuring that the manipulation of 

emotional value was accompanied by a change in perceptual content. This dissertation 

contains a set of experiments that combine an aversive conditioning paradigm with tests 

of perceptual detection and discrimination, so the perceptual characteristics of the 

emotional and non-emotional stimuli can be controlled and counterbalanced. Moreover, 

the stimulus space is designed to allow the effects of emotional value and emotional 

ambiguity to be deconfounded. Behavioral results indicate that perceptual detection and 

discrimination abilities are improved for stimuli with emotional value, however the 

effect has a delayed onset and only appears in the second half of the experiment. 

Emotional value is associated with a decreased amplitude for early visually-evoked 

ERPs (P1 window), and sLORETA source-estimation suggests that this P1 amplitude 

reduction is caused by increased activity in orbitofrontal cortex and ventromedial PFC. 

The P1 effect occurs in the first half of the experiment, but not the second, suggesting 

that it may be a reinforcement learning signal used to drive perceptual reorganization. 

The final experiment explores whether conditioning-induced changes to target detection 

would generalize to novel stimuli and how the categorical structure of the stimulus 

space can impact the effects of emotion. 
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Introduction 
 

 Experimental and theoretical studies suggest that perceptual systems are highly 

plastic, and use experience to guide changes to their representation that optimize the 

efficiency and/or accuracy of stimulus encoding in the future (Gutnisky & Dragoi, 

2008; Marsolek, 2003; Marsolek et al., 2010; Wainwright, 1999). However, the utility 

of a perceptual system is not ultimately determined by the fidelity with which sensory 

signals are encoded; a useful perceptual system is one that leads to adaptive behaviors, 

suggesting that an optimal perceptual representation should account for non-perceptual 

factors (e.g. the likelihood that an object is accompanied by aversive or rewarding 

events; Weinberger, 1995). Therefore, non-veridical representations of the external 

world – which include factors such as the emotional value of a stimulus or the 

motivational state of the observer – may be optimal because they simplify decision-

making by ensuring that behaviorally relevant aspects of the environment are made 

prominent. Or, as stated by “New Look” psychologists in the mid-20th century: 

“[perceptual systems should] organize the perceptual field in such a way as to 

maximize percepts relevant to current needs and expectations and to minimize percepts 

inimical to such needs and expectations" (Bruner & Postman, 1949). 

 Research suggests that perception is affected by emotional value and motivational 

state – for example, physically fatigued or sad participants perceive hills as steeper, and 

participants with greater softball batting averages perceive a softball as being larger 

(Proffitt, 2006) – but these reports tend to use imprecise emotional or motivational 

manipulations and have little predictive power about which aspects of a percept will be 

altered following a manipulation. Some researchers have measured the effects of 
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motivational state on visually-evoked neural activity (Laretzaki, Plainis, Argyropoulos, 

Pallikaris, & Bitsios, 2010; Shackman, Maxwell, McMenamin, Greischar & Davison, 

2011) or how exposure to emotional stimuli alters basic perceptual processes 

(Bocanegra & Zeelenberg, 2009; Phelps, Ling, & Carrasco, 2006). Orientation 

discrimination thresholds (Bocanegra & Zeelenberg, 2009) and contrast detection 

thresholds (Phelps, Ling, & Carrasco, 2006) are altered following exposure to emotional 

stimuli, but it is difficult to interpret these effects because inherently emotional or non-

emotional stimuli were used (i.e., neutral or fearful faces). This means that 

manipulations of emotional content are confounded with a manipulation of perceptual 

content. One solution is to use an aversive conditioning paradigm that allows 

experimenters to assign emotional value to arbitrary stimuli, via classical conditioning 

(i.e., Pavlovian conditioning) and deconfound emotional and perceptual content by 

counterbalancing across participants. 

 In an aversive conditioning paradigm, non-emotional conditioned stimuli (CS) are 

repeatedly paired (CS+) or not paired (CS-) with an aversive emotional stimulus (i.e., 

the unconditioned stimulus, UCS). Eventually, the participant forms an emotional 

response after encountering the CS+, but not the CS-, and differences in the processing 

of CS+ and CS- can be attributed to their emotional connotations. Conditioning in this 

way alters representations in primary sensory cortex. Overall activity in primary visual 

cortex is affected by the timing for expected UCS delivery (Schuler & Bear, 2006), and 

neural tuning curves shift toward the CS+ so it evokes more neural activity (Bakin & 

Weinberger, 1990; Condon & Weinberger, 1991; Diamond & Weinberger, 1986; 

Edeline & Weinberger, 1992). But it is not clear what, if any, change these shifts have 
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on perceptual thresholds – there could be improvements to CS+ detection or the ability 

to discriminate the CS+ and CS-. Chan, Barnes and Wilson (2011) report that the 

breadth of tuning curves in rat piriform cortex can become broader or narrower, 

depending on the conditioning paradigm, and correspond to having relatively more or 

less fear generalization, respectively. These changes could correspond to changes in the 

ability to discriminate the CS+ from similar stimuli, but tests of perceptual 

discrimination were not performed. 

 In order to test perceptual changes induced by aversive conditioning, 

psychophysical tests should accompany measurement of neural changes. But to date, 

only two studies have combined conditioning and a perceptual test (Li, Howard, Parrish 

& Gottfried, 2008; Padmala & Pessoa, 2008). Both used fMRI to measure neural 

changes in primary sensory cortex following conditioning, but they tested different 

perceptual abilities in different modalities; Li et al (2008) found that aversive 

conditioning improved discrimination ability for olfactory stimuli, whereas Padmala 

and Pessoa (2008) found that conditioning improved detection ability for visual stimuli. 

The experimental paradigms were very different, so it is important to measure detection 

and discrimination in the same paradigm to ensure that improvements in one are not 

occurring at the expense of the other. Therefore, the first aim of this study is to measure 

the effects of emotional value on visual processing by combining an aversive 

conditioning paradigm with tests of visual detection and discrimination ability. 

 The second aim of this study is to dissociate the effects of reinforcement rate and 

reinforcement ambiguity. Conditioning experiments typically use a random 

reinforcement schedule, where the UCS follows the CS on a random subset of trials. 
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The probability of the UCS occurring given that the CS had appeared is the 

reinforcement rate. The CS+ has a greater reinforcement rate than the CS-, resulting in 

greater expected emotional value for the CS+. However, reinforcement rate differences 

often result in differences in reinforcement ambiguity – a very low (i.e., near 0%) or 

very high (i.e., near 100%) reinforcement rate means that the presence/absence of the 

UCS is predictable, but intermediate reinforcement rates are associated with much 

greater ambiguity over the presence of the UCS. Studies frequently use an infrequently 

reinforced CS- (e.g., low emotional value and low ambiguity) and a CS+ with an 

intermediate reinforcement rate (e.g., intermediate emotional value and high 

ambiguity), confounding reinforcement rate and ambiguity. 

 An array of neural structures have been implicated in processing ambiguity 

(Dreher, Kohn & Berman, 2006; Dunsmoor, Bandettini & Knight, 2007; Hsu, Bhatt, 

Adolphs, Tranel & Camerer, 2005; Preuschoff, Bossaerts & Quartz, 2006; Tolber, 

O’Doherty, Dolan & Schultz, 2006), including regions typically associated in decision-

making (e.g. orbitofrontal cortex, ventral striatum) or affective processes (e.g. 

amygdala, insula). The amygdala, a neural structure that mediates fear conditioning, has 

frequently been implicated in processing ambiguity (Herry et al., 2007; Rosen & 

Donley, 2006;Whalen, 1998; Whalen, 2007). The primate amygdala has widespread 

connections throughout the visual system, which can modulate ongoing processing 

(Holland & Gallagher, 1999; Pessoa, 2010). These modulations are primarily 

cholinergic (Kapp, Supple & Whalen, 1994), which is important because acetylcholine 

(ACh) is theorized to signal uncertainty or ambiguity (Yu & Dayan, 2005) and mediates 

perceptual plasticity (Gu, 2003; Kirkwood, Rozas, Kirkwood, Perez & Bear, 1999). Of 
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particular, interest is the frequent report that ACh mediates perceptual changes 

following aversive conditioning (Baer & Singer, 1986; Butt et al., 2009; Calandreau, et 

al., 2006; Ji & Suga, 2003; Lorenzetti, Baxter & Byrne, 2011; Metherate & Weinberger, 

1989; Metherate & Weinberger, 1990). 

 Given that ambiguity is also associated with an increase in the subjective intensity 

of aversive events in humans (Bar-Anan, Wilson & Gilbert, 2009; Carlsson, Andersson, 

Petrovic, Petersson, Öhman & Ingvar, 2006; Shankman, Robison-Andrew, Nelson, 

Altman & Campbell, 2011) and rats (Hennessy, King, McClure & Levine, 1977; Imada 

& Nageishi, 1982), it is possible that the previous conditioning effects are a 

consequence of reinforcement ambiguity and not emotional value (i.e., reinforcement 

rate). In fact, ambiguity has been critical for several theories of conditioning. The 

Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model has been highly influential for describing the formation 

of a CS-UCS association, but does not provide any prediction of how the representation 

of the CS should change. Two models were created that address this limitation: the 

Mackintosh (1975) model which predicts that an organism should facilitate processing 

for a CS that has accurately predicted the UCS in the past (i.e., has low reinforcement 

ambiguity), and the Pearce and Hall (1980) model which predicts that an organism 

should facilitate the processing for a CS that has been a poor predictor of the UCS (i.e. 

has high reinforcement ambiguity). More contemporary models have attempted to 

reconcile these contradictory predictions (Esber & Haselgrove, 2011), but the critical 

point for this report is that Mackintosh and Pearce-Hall both predict that the factor 

driving changes to perceptual representation during conditioning is reinforcement 

ambiguity. 
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 Ambiguity can arise for different reasons, and the brain may use different neural 

substrates for representing ambiguity that is attributed to different sources (Volz, 

Schubotz & von Cramon, 2005). Reinforcement ambiguity could be due to a 

reinforcement rate that makes it difficult to predict whether a UCS will occur, or to 

perceptual factors that make it difficult to discriminate between stimuli with different 

reinforcement rates. For example, imagine that there is an experiment with two 

conditioned stimuli: CSA with a 100% reinforcement rate, and CSB with a 0% 

reinforcement rate. If there is a trial where the CS could not be identified (e.g., some 

features were occluded, or it was only visible a short time) and it is equally likely to be 

CSA or CSB, the expected reinforcement rate is 50%. In this situation, the trial has high 

reinforcement ambiguity, but neither of the stimuli are ambiguous – all of the 

uncertainty has come from perceptual limitations. This perceptually derived form of 

emotional ambiguity could be minimized in the future with an improved perceptual 

representation, meaning that this particular source of ambiguity may be critical for 

driving perceptual reorganization.  

 Aversive conditioning results in reorganization of primary sensory cortex, but few 

studies have used psychophysical tasks to quantify the change. The primary goals of 

this dissertation are twofold. First, it is important to measure changes to perceptual 

detection and discrimination following aversive conditioning, while verifying neural 

changes using EEG. Second, the conditioning paradigm will use a large stimulus space 

that allows the effects of reinforcement rate (i.e., emotional value), reinforcement 

ambiguity and categorical uncertainty to be deconfounded in the behavioral and neural 

data. 
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Experiment 1: Conditioning-Induced Changes to Target Detection. 

 

 This experiment will measure how performance in a target detection task is 

changed by reinforcement rate and reinforcement ambiguity in an aversive conditioning 

paradigm. To that end, the conditioning paradigm will use a large number of CSs to 

deconfound the effects of rate and ambiguity, and then target detection ability will be 

measured with a simple perceptual task. 

 

Methods 

 Participants. Participants were recruited form the University of Minnesota 

community in accordance with guidelines from the local Institutional Review Board and 

received either US$30 or class credit for participation. Data was collected from sixteen 

participants, however four were dropped due to poor performance in the category test 

task (categorization accuracy for stimuli with “certain” category labels less than 

chance). The final sample contained twelve participants (eight female; ages M = 20.6, 

range 18 to 31 years) that were right handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. 

 Materials. Stimuli were presented on a PC computer running E-Prime 2.0 

(http://www.pstnet.com/eprime.cfm) using a 22-inch LCD monitor with a refresh rate of 

60 Hz viewed from 130 cm. Participants responded with their right hand using the 

number-pad on a QWERTY keyboard. 

 Stimuli for perceptual tests. Squarewave gratings and gabor patches were created 

using Matlab (http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/). Square-wave gratings 
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were created with 100% contrast and orientations ranging from 0 to 165 degrees from 

vertical in 15 degree increments. The gratings were created with a spatial frequency of 

16 cycles/image (1 cycle/deg) at eight different phases. Twelve different grating 

orientations were used, and divided into six overlapping categories based on orientation 

(Table 1-1). The pairing of category labels with each orientation was counterbalanced 

across participants. 

Gabor patches were created by applying a Gaussian envelope (standard deviation 

0.48 degrees) to a sine wave grating with a spatial frequency of 1 cycle/deg. Gabor 

stimuli were created with orientations ranging from 0 to 165 degrees off from vertical in 

15 degree increments, eight different phases, and contrasts of 12%, 20% and 27%. 

 
Table 1-1. Stimulus space for Experiments 1 through 3 

  Stimulus space for Experiments 1-3 
Category label 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

Category RATE  1/6  1/6  1/2  1/2  5/6  5/6 1/6 

Stimulus number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Orientation 0º 15º 30º 45º 60º 75º 90º 105º 120º 135º 150º 165º 

RATE 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/3 1/2 1/2 1/2 2/3 5/6 5/6 5/6 1/2 

AMBG 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.92 1 1 1 0.92 0.65 0.65 0.65 1 

CATAMBG 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

AMBGDUECAT 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 1 

AMBGNOTCAT 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.83 1 1 1 0.83 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 

Note. Stimulus orientation is counterbalanced across participants. RATE = stimulus 
reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity (i.e., entropy of the 
reinforcement rate), CATAMBG = categorical ambiguity, AMBGDUECAT = 
reinforcement ambiguity due to categorical ambiguity (see Appendix A), 
AMBGNOTCAT = reinforcement ambiguity not due to categorical ambiguity (see 
Appendix A). 
 

 Emotional stimuli. Images from the International Affective Picture System 
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(IAPS; Lang, Bradley & Cuthbert, 1995) were used as the UCS for aversive 

conditioning. The IAPS contains a variety of emotion-provoking images that many 

participants have rated along the dimensions of emotional arousal and valence, allowing 

the experimenter to generally equate the strength of emotional effects in various 

experimental conditions. Appendix B lists the seventy-two emotionally neutral images 

(e.g., household objects, plants, non-expressive people) and seventy-two emotionally 

negative images (e.g., surgery photos, weapons, threatening animals) used in the 

experiment. The IAPS images were presented in full color at 800 by 600 resolution. The 

valence ratings for negative images were significantly lower than the neutral images 

(MVAL,NEG = 2.84, MVAL,NEU = 5.07; t(145) = -16.25, p < 0.01), and the arousal ratings 

for the negative images were significantly greater than the neutral images (MARO,NEG = 

6.10, MARO,NEU = 3.03; t(145) = 28.33, p < 0.01). 
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Figure 1-1. Protocol for Experiments 1 and 2. 
 

 Procedure. Figure 1-1 depicts the order of the various tasks in Experiment 1. 

After obtaining consent, participants were lead to the experiment room where they 

completed pencil and paper self-report questionnaires while EEG equipment was set up. 

 Category introduction. The category introduction task was used to acquaint 

participants with the categorical labels for square-wave gratings and ensure that they 

understood that category membership was determined by orientation. On each trial 

(Figure 1-2A), a central fixation cross was presented against a grey background for 

527ms. Following fixation, a square-wave from category X (with random phase) was 

presented centrally for 1000ms and followed by the text “That was category X. Press 
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X.” for 493 ms. The screen went blank until the X key was pressed, and the next trial 

began after a 187ms ITI. Participants were only presented stimuli with certain category 

membership (stimulus numbers 1, 3, … 11 in Table 1-1), and the trials were always 

presented in sequential, ascending order of category labels. Each category was 

presented four times for a total of 24 trials. 

 Liking judgments. Participants rated the likeability, defined as “the extent to 

which you find the stimulus visually interesting, appealing or pleasing”, of different 

square-wave orientations in the liking judgment task (Figure 1-2B). A central fixation 

cross appeared for 527ms, followed by a centrally presented square-wave for 680ms. 

Then the text “How much did you like that image?” was displayed with a scale along 

the bottom of the screen indicating to respond between one (strongly dislike) and six 

(strongly like). After a numeric response was made, the screen went blank for a 187ms 

ITI and the next trial began. The twelve different square-wave orientations were 

presented in a random order two times, for a total of 24 trials. 
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Figure 1-2. Category Introduction and Liking tasks 
 

 Categorization training. Participants were told that the purpose of the 

categorization training task was to teach them how to categorize square-wave gratings, 

however it also served the purpose of performing the aversive conditioning by pairing 

the gratings with emotional or non-emotional images. Each trial (Figure 1-3) began with 

a central fixation cross for 527ms, followed by a centrally presented square-wave 

grating (with random phase) for 340ms. The grating was followed by an IAPS image 

for 340ms, then the screen went blank until the participant responded by indicating 

which of the six square-wave categories had been presented. Based on their response, 

they received the feedback “Correct”  or “Incorrect” for 340ms, then “That was 

category X” for 493ms. The screen was blank for a randomly jittered ITI that lasted 187 

+/- 150ms. 
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 The IAPS images presented on each trial could either be emotionally negative or 

neutral, and the proportion of emotional images was determined by the reinforcement 

rate for the square-wave category (Table 1-1). For example, for one participant stimulus 

number 1 was a square-wave grating oriented to 0 degrees. The reinforcement rate (i.e., 

RATE) for this stimulus was 1/6, meaning that it was accompanied by an negative IAPS 

image on 1/6 of the trials and a neutral image on the remaining 5/6. The reinforcement 

ambiguity for this stimulus (i.e., AMBG) was calculated as the entropy of the 

reinforcement rate (i.e., -(1/6)*log2(1/6) + -(5/6)*log2(5/6)). Categorical ambiguity (i.e., 

CATAMBG) was a binary variable that indicated whether a stimulus was always given 

the same category label (e.g., stimuli 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11) or whether it was randomly 

assigned to one of two category labels (e.g., stimuli 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12). 

 In each of four training blocks, each square-wave was presented twelve times for 

144 total trials per block. No IAPS image was repeated within a block, and IAPS 

images were mirror reversed in alternating blocks to ensure that emotional content was 

presented equally to each visual hemifield. Trial order was pseudo-randomized such 

that no two consecutive trials used the same category label, and no three consecutive 

trials used IAPS images with the same emotionality. 
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Figure 1-3. Category training task. 
 

 Target detection test. The target detection task tested how quickly and accurately 

participants could detect a small gabor patch in either hemifield. Each trial (Figure 1-4) 

began with a central fixation cross for 527ms, and then a centrally presented square 

wave (with random phase) for 340ms. The screen was blank for 170ms, then a gabor 

test-stimulus appeared for 170ms in either hemifield centered 5.2 degrees from fixation. 

The screen was blank until the participant indicated whether the test patch appeared in 

the left or right hemifield by pressing the 1 or 6 key with their right hand, respectively. 

The screen stayed blank for a randomly jittered ITI (187 +/- 150ms), and then the next 
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trial began. This paradigm allows conditioning to affect target detection with bottom-up  

or top-down effects, the later being initiated by the presentation of the square-wave 

grating CS before the target appears. 

 Gabor contrast varied between 12%, 20% and 27%, but the orientation of the 

gabor was always identical to the preceding square-wave grating. There were 72 

experimental conditions (12 square wave categories x 3 gabor contrast levels x 2 

hemifields), with five trials per condition for a 360 target detection trials per block. 

Trial order was pseudo-randomized such that no two consecutive trials used the same 

orientation, and no three consecutive trials presented a gabor with the same contrast or 

visual hemifield. The experiment paused halfway through each block to give the 

participant a short break. 

 Given the repeated presentation of square-wave gratings without the UCS in this 

section, “surprise” trials were included to minimize the effects of extinction. Twenty-

four surprise trials occurred at random in each target detection block, by replacing the 

gabor test stimulus with an IAPS slide. The surprise trials only occurred following 

square-waves with certain category labels (i.e. categories 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11), and used 

reinforcement rates of 0, 0.5 and 1. Participants were instructed to indicate which 

square-wave category had appeared on these trials. Each target detection test block 

contained 360 target detection trials and 24 “surprise” trials for a total of 384 trials per 

block. Over the course of the experiment, participants perform four target detection test 

blocks for a total of 1,440 target detection trials and 96 “surprise” trials. 
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Figure 1-4. Target detection task. 
 

 Categorization test. The categorization test task was identical to the 

categorization training task, except the response feedback was omitted (Figure 1-5). 

Participants were told that the purpose of this task was to test how quickly and 

accurately participants could apply the category labels, but it also served the purpose of 

developing stronger CS-UCS associations and avoiding extinction. 
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Figure 1-5. Categorization test task. 
 

 Design. Table 1-2 defines the contrasts used to measure the effects of 

reinforcement rate (RATE), reinforcement ambiguity (AMBG) and category ambiguity 

(CATAMBG). Each contrast was formed by mean-centering the RATE, AMBG and 

CATAMBG values in Table 1-1 and applying an arbitrary scaling coefficient, as 

depicted in Figure 1-6. Regression analyses of were performed using the two-stage 

“summary statistic” approach to random effects (Penny & Holmes, 2006). The first 

stage of analysis calculates the unstandardized regression coefficients, B, within 

subjects for each contrast of interest; the second stage uses a one-sample t-test to 

determine whether the distribution of B across participants significantly differed from 

zero. 

 Analyses of likeability judgments. The average pre- and post- conditioning 

likeability scores were calculated for each of the twelve square-wave gratings, and 
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analyzed in a regression model that included the predictors RATE, AMBG, 

CATAMBG and HALF (which indicated whether the rating was either pre- of post-

conditioning). Interactions between HALF and the other factors were included. The 

interaction effects are of particular interest because they describe how likeability 

changes following conditioning. For example, if frequently pairing a square-wave 

grating with an emotional image during conditioning made it less likeable, this would 

manifest as a RATExHALF interaction. 

 Analyses of the categorization test data. If a participant did not categorize the 

stimuli with “certain” category labels (i.e., stimulus categories 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) with 

accuracy significantly above chance during the categorization test task (p < 0.01; 

accuracy greater that 23%), they were dropped from the study. Trials with log-

transformed response times (RT) three standard deviations above that participants mean 

or less than 100ms were dropped. Trials with incorrect responses were excluded from 

RT analysis. Error rates were z-transformed to account for the fact that stimulus 

categories with certain and uncertain category membership have expected error rates of 

5/6 and 4/6, respectively. The error rates for each subject were converted to a p-value 

using a binomial CDF (with the appropriate chance-level of performance), then they 

were transformed into a z-score using the inverse-CDF for a normal distribution. With 

the transformed scores, chance performance occurs at z = 0 in all conditions. Trials were 

separated based on the emotionality of the IAPS image (negative or neutral) that 

occurred on the trial, and this factor (PICTYPE) was entered into the regression models 

for RT and error rate analysis. Interactions of RATE x PICTYPE, AMBG x PICTYPE 

and CATAMBG x PICTYPE were also included. 
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 Analyses of the target detection data. Trials with log-transformed RT three 

standard deviations above that participant’s mean or less than 100ms were dropped. 

Trials with incorrect responses were excluded from RT analysis. The regression model 

for RT included the contrasts of interest from Table 1-2 (RATE, AMBG and 

CATAMBG), HEMI (whether the target appeared in the LVF/RH or RVF/LH), and 

HALF (whether the trial was in the first or last two perceptual test blocks). Interactions 

between each contrast of interest and HEMI, HALF and HEMI x HALF were also 

included. 

 Error rates were converted to the signal-detection measures d’ and log-β to index 

each participant’s sensitivity to target detection and response bias, respectively. The 

formula for d’ compares the hit rate (e.g., the probability of responding left when the 

target is on the left) to the false alarm rate (e.g., the probability of responding left when 

the target is on the right), and provides an index of performance that removes any bias 

that the individual has to favor one response over the other (Wickens, 2001). The 

strength and direction of the participant’s response bias is measured by value log-β, 

such that positive values indicate a bias toward responding left regardless of target 

location. The regression model for both signal detection scores was identical to the 

model for RT, however, the factor HEMI and all of its interaction terms were removed 

because d’ and log-β cannot be calculated separately in each visual field. 
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Table 1-2. Contrasts of interest. 
  Stimulus number 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

RATE -0.33 -0.33 -0.33 -0.17 0 0 0 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 

AMBG -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 0.11 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.11 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 0.19 

CATAMBG -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 

AMBGDUECAT -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 0.17 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 0.17 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 0.87 

AMBGNOTCAT -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 0.06 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.06 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 

Note. For display purposes, the numbers here have been rounded to the nearest 
hundredth so each contrast may not sum to zero. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = 
reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = category ambiguity, AMBGDUECAT = 
Reinforcement ambiguity due to categorical ambiguity, AMBGNOTCAT = 
Reinforcement ambiguity not due to categorical ambiguity. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1-6. Graphical depiction of the primary contrasts of interest. 
 

Results and Discussion 

 Effects on likeability judgments. There were no main effects on likeability 
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judgments (Table 1-3, ps > 0.34), indicating that the contrasts of interest from the 

aversive conditioning paradigm were not associated the stimulus likeability collapsed 

across pre- and post- conditioning. Moreover, there were no significant interactions 

with HALF (ps > 0.43) indicating that the difference between pre- and post-

conditioning stimulus likeability was not associated with any contrast of interest. 

Discussion about the lack of explicit changes to stimulus likeability occurs in greater 

detail in the General Discussion for Experiments 1 and 2. 

 
Table 1-3. Effects on likeability ratings in Experiment 1 

 Likeability ratings 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 3.43 0.15 23.47** < 0.01 

RATE 0.37 0.37 1.00 0.34 

AMBG -0.17 0.52 -0.33 0.75 

CATAMBG 0.02 0.23 0.08 0.93 

HALF 0.25 0.14 1.84 0.09 

RATE x HALF -0.03 0.32 -0.09 0.93 

AMBG x HALF 0.26 0.34 0.77 0.46 

CATAMBG x HALF 0.10 0.12 0.81 0.43 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = 
standard error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
 

 Error rate effects in categorization test data. The z-transformed error rates 

during the categorization test task (Figure 1-7) were significantly below chance (Table 

1-4, Intercept, p < 0.01), indicating that participants accurately categorized the stimulus 

categories. The RATE and AMBG effects were not significant (ps > 0.55), but a 

significant CATAMBG effect (p < 0.01) indicates that the error-rate was greater for 
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stimuli with uncertain category labels (i.e., even number stimuli) than stimuli with 

certain category labels (30.0% versus 17.4%, respectively). 

 The CATAMBG x PICTYPE interaction was significant (p = 0.02). Simple effect 

follow-up analyses indicate that an emotional image tended to decrease the error rate if 

the category label was certain (p = 0.10), and tended to increase the error rate if the 

category label was uncertain (p = 0.06). No other interactions were significant (ps > 

0.38). This effect was not predicted, and there is no interesting interpretation. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-7. Categorization test performance in Experiment 1. 
Panel A contains the mean z-transformed error rate across participants for each stimulus 
category. Panel B contains the mean response times for each stimulus category. For 
both panels, black lines are for trials that contained an emotional IAPS image, and grey 
lines are for trials that contained a neutral IAPS image. Error bars represent within-
subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
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Table 1-4. Effects on categorization test error-rates in Experiment 1 

 z-transformed Error Rate 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept -2.98 0.34 -8.69** < 0.01 

RATE 0.05 0.72 0.07 0.95 

AMBG -0.35 0.56 -0.62 0.55 

CATAMBG 1.65 0.28 5.83** < 0.01 

PICTYPE 0.01 0.04 0.30 0.77 

RATE x PICTYPE 0.40 0.44 0.91 0.38 

AMBG x PICTYPE -0.01 0.25 -0.03 0.98 

CATAMBG x PICTYPE -0.19 0.07 -2.62* 0.02 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, PICTYPE = image emotionality, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
 
Table 1-5. Effects on categorization test response times in Experiment 1 

 Log-transformed Response Time 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 6.98 0.07 104.87** < 0.01 

RATE 0.08 0.11 0.70 0.49 

AMBG -0.08 0.10 -0.78 0.45 

CATAMBG 0.09 0.04 2.27* 0.04 

PICTYPE 6.0 x 10-4 4.9 x 10-3 0.13 0.90 

RATE x PICTYPE 0.11 0.04 2.75* 0.02 

AMBG x PICTYPE -4.0 x 10-3 0.04 -0.10 0.92 

CATAMBG x PICTYPE -1.0 x 10-2 0.02 -0.65 0.53 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, PICTYPE = image emotionality, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
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 Response time effects in categorization test data. Figure 1-7 also depicts the 

response times from the categorization test task. The significant CATAMBG effect 

(Table 1-5, p = 0.04) indicates that responses were slower for stimuli with uncertain 

category labels (i.e., even number stimuli) relative to stimuli with certain category 

labels (1119ms versus 1027ms, respectively). No other main effects were significant (ps 

> 0.45). 

 The RATE x PICTYPE interaction was significant (p = 0.02). Follow-up tests 

indicate that the effect of PICTYPE (i.e., whether a trial had an emotional or neutral 

IAPS image) differed for stimulus categories with low or high reinforcement rates; 

responses for low-reinforcement categories were 67ms slower  when an emotional 

image was presented relative to a neutral picture (t(11) = -2.14 , p = 0.06), but responses 

for highly-reinforcement categories were 82ms faster responses if an emotional image 

was presented relative to a neutral picture (t(11) = 2.85 , p = 0.02). So, the 

RATExPICTYPE interaction indicates that responses were slowed if the IAPS 

emotionality did not match the expectation created by the square-wave stimulus (e.g. an 

emotional image following a low-reinforcement square-wave or a non-emotional image 

following a highly-reinforced square-wave). This implies that the participants had 

implicit knowledge about the reinforcement rates for each conditioned stimulus even 

though their explicit ratings of stimulus likeability did not change. The General 

Discussion for Experiments 1 and 2 further interprets this finding. 
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Figure 1-8. Target detection test performance in Experiment 1. 
Panel A contains the mean target detectability (d') across participants for each of the 
stimulus categories. Panel B contains the mean response times for each visual field in 
the first half of the experiment, and panel C contains the mean transformed response 
times for each visual field in the second half of the experiment. Error bars represent 
within-subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 

 Signal detection effects in target detection task. The d’ scores for the target 

detection task (Figure 1-8A) were greater than zero (d’ = 3.17, Intercept, p < 0.01; 

Table 1-6), indicating that participants accurately detected in which visual field the 
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targets had appeared. Performance was significantly better (RATE, p = 0.01) for 

stimulus categories with higher reinforcement rates (d’ = 3.13 for highly-reinforced 

stimuli, d’ = 3.10 for rarely-reinforced stimuli). No other effects or interactions were 

significant on d’ (ps > 0.07). Participants did not have a significant response bias toward 

either visual field (t(11) = -1.38, p = 0.19), and there were no other significant effects on 

response bias (ps > 0.15). 

 

Table 1-6. Effects on target detection d’ in Experiment 1 
 Target detection d’ 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 3.13 0.04 74.39** < 0.01 

RATE 0.06 0.02 2.89* 0.01 

AMBG 0.08 0.05 1.60 0.14 

CATAMBG -0.04 0.02 -2.01 0.07 

HALF 0.01 0.02 0.69 0.50 

RATE x HALF 0.04 0.04 1.22 0.25 

AMBG x HALF 0.04 0.07 0.58 0.57 

CATAMBG x HALF 0.01 0.01 0.55 0.59 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, HALF = first or second half of test, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
 
 

 Response time effects in target detection task. The factor HALF had a 

significant effect on response time (Table 1-8, p < 0.05), such that responses were 23ms 

faster in the second half of the experiment (Figure 1-8B,C). No other main effects (ps > 

0.15) or two-way interactions (ps > 0.16) were significant. 

 However, a three-way interaction of RATE x HALF x HEMI was significant (p = 
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0.01). Follow-up analyses were performed within each half of the experiment; the 

RATE x HEMI interaction was significant in the second half of the experiment (B = -

0.06, SE(B) = 0.02, t(11) = -3.35, p < 0.01) but not in the first half (B = 0.01, SE(B) = 

0.02, t(11) = 0.39, p = 0.70). The RATExHEMI interaction in the second half of the 

experiment was decomposed with additional simple effects analyses which indicate that 

LVF/RH targets had a significant negative effect of RATE (B = -0.07, SE(B) = 0.03, 

t(11) = -2.63, p = 0.02) meaning that highly-reinforced LVF/RH are detected faster 

(216ms) than rarely-reinforced stimuli (225ms). Additionally, there is a significant 

positive effect of for RVF/LH targets (B = 0.05, SE(B) = 0.02, t(11) = 2.73, p = 0.02), 

meaning that highly-reinforced LVF/RH are detected more slowly (234ms) than rarely-

reinforced stimuli (227ms). As seen in Figure 1-8C, this three-way interaction can be 

described as a change in target detection response time that manifests in the second half 

of the experiment such, such that highly-reinforced stimuli were detected more quickly 

in the LVF/RH and more slowly in the RVF/LH relative to rarely-reinforced targets in 

the same hemifield. 
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Table 1-7. Effects on target detection response times in Experiment 1 
 log-transformed Response Time 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 5.47 0.10 55.79** < 0.01 

RATE -0.012 0.013 -1.01 0.33 

AMBG -0.02 0.03 -0.58 0.58 

CATAMBG -1.5 x 10-3 0.01 -0.21 0.84 

HALF 0.05 0.02 2.26* 0.05 

RATE x HALF -4.8 x 10-3 0.01 -0.58 0.57 

AMBG x HALF -0.02 0.02 -1.14 0.28 

CATAMBG x HALF -2.1 x 10-3 0.01 -0.25 0.81 

HEMI -0.01 0.01 -1.56 0.15 

RATE x HEMI -0.02 -0.02 -1.49 0.16 

AMBG x HEMI 0.02 0.02 0.99 0.34 

CATAMBG x HEMI 3.7 x 10-3 0.01 0.58 0.57 

HALF x HEMI 2.4 x 10-3 2.9 x 10-3 0.85 0.41 

RATE x HALF x HEMI 0.03 0.01 3.17* 0.01 

AMBG x HALF x HEMI -0.01 0.02 -0.28 0.78 

CATAMBG x HALF x HEMI -1.0 x 10-3 0.01 -0.16 0.87 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, HALF = first or second half of test, HEMI = visual hemifield for 
target presentation, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard 
error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
 

  

 Experiment 2: Conditioning-Induced Changes in Target Discrimination. 
 

 The second experiment measured how performance in a target discrimination task 

changed following an aversive conditioning paradigm that dissociated reinforcement 

rate and reinforcement ambiguity. The experimental paradigm was identical to 

Experiment 1, however the target detection task was replaced by a task designed to 
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measure orientation discrimination. 

 

Methods 

 Participants. Participants were recruited form the University of Minnesota 

community in accordance with guidelines from the local Institutional Review Board and 

received either US$30 or class credit for participation. Data was collected from sixteen 

participants, however four were dropped due to poor performance in the category test 

task. The final sample contained twelve right-handed participants (eight female; ages M 

= 20.3, range 18 to 26 years) that were right handed and had normal or corrected-to-

normal vision. 

 Materials. The apparatus and stimuli used in this experiment were identical to 

those from Experiment 1, except that gabor patches were created at additional 

orientations to allow tests of orientation discrimination. 

 Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 (Figure 1-1), except a 

target discrimination task used in place of the target detection test. 

 Target discrimination test. The target discrimination test measured how quickly 

and accurately one could determine whether the orientations of two gabor patches 

differed. Each trial (Figure 2-1) began with a central fixation cross for 527ms, and then 

a centrally presented square wave (with random phase) for 340ms. The screen was 

blank for 170ms, a gabor patch appeared in each hemifield for 170ms (3.1 degrees left 

and right or fixation) and then went blank until a response was made. The two gabor 

patches could either have the same orientation (identical to the preceding square wave), 

a small difference (+/-3 degrees to the preceding square wave, 6 degrees different from 
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each other) or a large difference (+/-9 degrees to the preceding square wave, 18 degrees 

different from each other). The participant indicated whether the orientation was the 

same or different by pressing the 1 or 6 keys, respectively. Following the response, the 

screen stayed blank for a randomly jittered ITI (187 +/- 150ms). 

 The gabor patches are always presented at 43% contrast and have identical phase 

to each other. There are 12 square-wave categories, and three levels to ORDIFF (same 

orientation, small difference, large difference), resulting in 36 experimental conditions. 

Ten trials from each condition were use per block, resulting in 360 total trials. Trial 

order was pseudo-randomized such that no two consecutive trials used square-wave 

stimulus category and no three consecutive trials used the same gabor orientation 

difference. The test paused halfway through the block and participants were allowed to 

take a short break. Twenty-four “surprise trials”, identical to those in Experiment 1, 

occurred at random through each perceptual test block. 
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Figure 2-1. Target discrimination tasks. 
 

 Design. The analysis of liking judgments and categorization test data was 

identical to that in Experiment 1. 

 Analyses of the target discrimination data. Trials with log-transformed RT more 

than three standard deviations above the participants mean RT or less than 100ms were 

dropped. Trials with incorrect responses were excluded from RT analyses. Error rates 

were converted to the signal-detection measures d’ and log-β to index sensitivity to 

orientation differences in gabor orientation and response biases, respectively. The d’ 

and log-β were calculated using formulae for the roving d-prime provided by 

Macmillan and Creelman (2005). The regression models for analyzing discrimination 

RT and signal detection measures included contrasts of interest from Table 1-2 (RATE, 
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AMBG and CATAMBG), the factor HALF, and the interactions between contrasts of 

interest and HALF. The factor HEMI could not be used in these analyses because the 

task presented stimuli bilaterally. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 Effects on likeability judgments. The contrasts of interest (i.e., RATE, AMBG 

and CATAMBG) did not have an effect on likeability judgments (Table 2-1, ps > 0.10), 

but a main effect of HALF indicates that all stimuli were rated as less likeable after 

conditioning (p < 0.01). However, there were no interactions between HALF and the 

contrasts of interest (ps > 0.12), so the aversive conditioning paradigm did not affect the 

explicit likeability ratings. 

 The main effect of HALF was unexpected, particularly because it did not occur in 

Experiment 1. A likely explanation is that participants in Experiment 2 were highly 

fatigued at the end of the experimental session and not in a mood that viewed the 

experiment favorably. The amount of fatigue at the end of the session was greater in 

Experiment 2 than Experiment 1 because the discrimination task was more demanding, 

resulting in a stronger mood manipulation. Discussion about the lack of explicit changes 

to stimulus likeability occurs in greater detail in the General Discussion for Experiments 

1 and 2. 
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Table 2-1. Effects on the likeability ratings in Experiment 2 
 Likeability ratings 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 3.09 0.24 12.99** < 0.01 

RATE 0.17 0.25 0.69 0.51 

AMBG -0.78 0.44 -1.79 0.10 

CATAMBG -0.12 0.16 -0.76 0.46 

HALF 0.35 0.09 3.89** < 0.01 

RATE x HALF -0.43 0.26 -1.65 0.12 

AMBG x HALF 0.06 0.32 0.18 0.86 

CATAMBG x HALF 0.23 0.14 1.70 0.12 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, HALF = ratings gather pre- or post-conditioning, B = average 
regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression 
coefficient across participants. 
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Figure 2-2. Categorization test performance in Experiment 2. 
Panel A contains the mean z-transformed error rate across participants for each stimulus 
category. Panel B contains the mean response times for each stimulus category. For 
both panels, black lines are for trials that contained an emotional IAPS image, and grey 
lines are for trials that contained a neural IAPS image. Error bars represent within-
subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 

 Error rate effects in categorization test data. The z-transformed error rates 

during the categorization test task (Figure 2-2) were significantly below chance (Table 

2-2, Intercept, p < 0.01), indicating that participants accurately labeled the stimulus 

categories. The RATE and AMBG effects were not significant (ps > 0.81), but the 

CATAMBG effect was significant (p < 0.01) indicating that the error-rate was greater 

for stimuli with uncertain category labels (i.e., even numbered categories) compared to 

the error rate for stimuli with certain category labels (40.9% versus 25.5%, 

respectively). 

 Experiment 1 had an unexpected interaction of CATAMBGxPICTYPE. This 
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interaction was highly non-significant in Experiment 2 (p = 0.89), failing to replicate 

Experiment 1. The combined statistical significance of this interaction across both 

experiments was assessed using several methods for combining significance described 

in Rosenthal (1978) – “adding logs” (i.e., Fisher’s method; (χ2(df = 4) = 9.99, p = 0.04 

one-tailed; p = 0.05, one-tailed, corrected), “adding ps” (p = 0.16, one-tailed), and 

“adding Zs” (Z = -1.49, p = 0.07, one-tailed). All of the techniques for combining 

significance across the two studies indicate that the combined one-tailed significance 

test is marginally significant at best, suggesting that the combined  evidence for the 

CATAMBGxPICTYPE interaction is weak so there is no further discussion of this 

effect. 

 

Table 2-2. Effects on categorization test error-rate in Experiment 2 
 z-transformed Error Rate 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept -2.36 0.33 -7.18** < 0.01 

RATE -0.01 0.53 -0.02 0.98 

AMBG -0.19 0.79 -0.24 0.81 

CATAMBG 1.14 0.29 3.97** < 0.01 

PICTYPE -0.05 0.04 -1.34 0.21 

RATE x PICTYPE 0.72 0.42 1.72 0.11 

AMBG x PICTYPE -0.07 0.23 -0.33 0.75 

CATAMBG x PICTYPE -0.01 0.09 -0.15 0.89 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, PICTYPE = image emotionality, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
 

 Response time effects in categorization test data. Figure 2-2 also depicts the 
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response times from the categorization test task. There were no main effects on 

response time for during the categorization test (Table 2-3; ps > 0.14). 

 The RATE x PICTYPE interaction was significant (p = 0.03). Follow-up tests 

indicate that the effect of PICTYPE (i.e., whether a trial had an emotional or neutral 

IAPS image) differed for stimulus categories with low or high reinforcement rates; 

responses for rarely-reinforced categories were 80ms slower  when an emotional image 

was presented relative to a neutral image (t(11) = -2.70 , p = 0.02), but responses for 

highly-reinforced categories were 170ms faster if an emotional image was presented 

relative to a neutral image (t(11) = 1.53 , p = 0.15). This replicates the effect from 

Experiment 1 used to demonstrate that participants had implicit knowledge of the 

reinforcement rate for each stimulus category. 

 

Table 2-3. Effects on the categorization test response times in Experiment 2 
 Log-transformed Response Time 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 7.01 0.09 81.10** < 0.01 

RATE 0.15 0.10 1.59 0.14 

AMBG 0.02 0.09 0.22 0.83 

CATAMBG 0.03 0.04 0.77 0.46 

PICTYPE 0.01 0.01 1.25 0.24 

RATE x PICTYPE 0.17 0.07 2.49* 0.03 

AMBG x PICTYPE -0.02 0.06 -0.29 0.78 

CATAMBG x PICTYPE -0.01 0.03 -0.31 0.76 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, PICTYPE = image emotionality, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
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Figure 2-3. Target discrimination performance in Experiment 2. 
Panel A depicts the mean target discriminability (d') across participants for each of the 
twelve stimulus categories. Panel B depicts the mean response times for making 
discriminations. Error bars depict within-subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 

 Signal detection effects in target discrimination task. The d’ scores for the 

target discrimination task (Figure 2-3A; Table2-4) were greater than zero (d’ = 2.24; 

Intercept, p < 0.01), indicating that participants could accurately discriminated 

orientation differences between the gabor test stimuli. The effect of HALF trends 

toward significant (p = 0.07), suggesting decreased performance in the second half of 

the experiment (d’ = 2.32 in the first half, d’ = 2.16 in the second half), but no other 

main effects were significant (ps > 0.33). 

 The RATE x HALF interaction was significant (p = 0.03). Follow-up simple 

effects analysis indicate that RATE was associated with increased discrimination ability 
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in the second half of the experiment (B = 0.50, SE(B) = 0.21, t(11) = 2.42, p = 0.03), 

such that highly reinforced stimuli had better discrimination (d’ = 2.34) than rarely-

reinforced stimuli (d’ = 2.03). This effect of reinforcement rate was not significant in 

the first half of the experiment (B = -0.15, SE(B) = 0.23, t(11) = -0.65 p = 0.53; highly-

reinforced d’ = 2.25, rarely-reinforced d’ = 2.34). These conditioning-induced 

improvements to target discrimination were driven by reinforcement rate and did not 

manifest until the second half of the experiment, much like the changes to target 

detection reported in Experiment 1. 

 There was a significant response bias toward responding same (t(11) = 2.99, p = 

0.01), but this bias was decreased in the second half of the experiment (HALF, t(11) = -

5.39, p < 0.01). No other main effects of interactions were significant for response bias 

(ps > 0.07). 
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Table 2-4. Effects on target discrimination d’ in Experiment 2 
 Target detection d’ 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 2.24 0.21 10.55** < 0.01 

RATE 0.18 0.17 1.03 0.33 

AMBG 0.04 0.39 0.09 0.93 

CATAMBG -0.02 0.08 -0.27 0.79 

HALF 0.08 0.04 1.97 0.07 

RATE x HALF -0.32 0.13 -2.47* 0.03 

AMBG x HALF 0.24 0.20 1.18 0.26 

CATAMBG x HALF -0.08 0.07 -1.23 0.24 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, HALF = first or second half of test, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
 

 Response time effects in target discrimination task. Responses times in the 

discrimination task (Figure 2-3B) were 140ms faster in the second half (Table 2-5; 

HALF, p < 0.01). Given that discrimination d’ decreased in the second half of the task 

(Figure 2-3A), participants adjusted their speed-accuracy tradeoff as the experiment 

progressed. This speed-accuracy tradeoff makes it difficult to drawing inferences about 

processing changes between the first and second halves of the experiment use behavior 

(i.e. interpreting a main effects of HALF or any interaction with HALF on response 

time of d’). Fortunately, the effects of interest in this experiment occur within either half 

– in particular the simple effect of RATE on d’ within the second half of the 

experiment. No other effects were significant (ps > 0.10). 
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Table 2-5. Effects on target discrimination response time in Experiment 2 
 log-transformed Response Time 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 6.32 0.06 101.92** < 0.01 

RATE 0.02 0.03 0.49 0.64 

AMBG 0.02 0.03 0.66 0.52 

CATAMBG 0.01 0.01 0.51 0.62 

HALF 0.13 0.02 7.80** < 0.01 

RATE x HALF 0.03 0.02 1.82 0.10 

AMBG x HALF -0.04 0.03 -1.15 0.28 

CATAMBG x HALF -1.0 x 10-4 0.01 -0.01 0.99 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, CATAMBG = 
categorical ambiguity, HALF = first or second half of test, B = average regression 
coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across 
participants. 
 

Combined Analysis of Experiments 1 and 2: Conditioning-Induced Categorization 
Biases 

 

 Experiments 1 and 2 measured the perceptual changes that accompany aversive 

conditioning, however, there may be changes to post-perceptual aspects of 

categorization as well. For example, boundaries may shift based on the acquired value 

for that category – in fact, category decisions are biased toward more valuable stimuli 

(Bogacz, 2007; Teichert & Ferrera, 2010). The following analyses combined behavioral 

data from the categorization test tasks in Experiments 1 and 2 to test whether 

participants have naming biases for stimuli with “uncertain” category labels following 

conditioning. Participants were taught that stimuli with uncertain category labels can be 

correctly labeled as a member of either neighboring category (e.g., Stimulus Number 4 

could be a member of Category 2 or Category 3; Table 1-1). If participants consistently 
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prefer one category label to the other, it can be interpreted as a shift in the boundary 

between neighboring categories. 

 For example, Categories 2 and 3 are centered at 30 and 60 degrees, respectively 

(Table 1-1). So when categorizing a novel stimulus, the participant should place a 

decision boundary between these categories (i.e. 45-degrees) – stimuli more 

counterclockwise are labeled as “2”, and those more clockwise are labeled as a “3”. 

However, if the conditioning paradigm causes either category to shift boundaries, the 

decision boundary will move. If Category 2 expands, the boundary will move clockwise 

from 45-degrees, and if Category 3 expands, the boundary will shift counter-clockwise 

from 45-degrees. This shift of the decision boundary can be measured using the stimuli 

with uncertain category labels. Stimulus number 4 has uncertain category labels, 

meaning that the participant is taught that it can be labeled as “ 2” or “3”, and is placed 

at the original decision boundary between the categories (i.e., 45-degrees). If Category 2 

expands following conditioning, the boundary between “2” and “3” will move 

clockwise and Stimulus Number 4 will be labeled “2” more frequently than “3”. The 

converse is true is Category 3 expands. 

 

 

Methods 

 Participants. This experiment combined the categorization test data collected in 

Experiments 1 and 2, so there are 24 participants (17 female; age M = 20.4, range 18 to 

31 years). 

 Design. Trials with log-transformed response times more than 3 standard 
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deviations above the participant’s mean or less than 100ms were dropped. Analysis was 

restricted to the naming responses for stimuli with “uncertain” category labels. 

The naming bias was calculated for each stimulus as the log-ratio of number of times 

the stimulus was labeled as a member of the more clockwise category relative to the to 

number of times it was labeled as the more counter-clockwise category (e.g., The 

number of times stimulus 4 was labeled “3” relative to times it was labeled “2”; See 

Table 1-1). This ratio was log-transformed so positive values indicate a clockwise 

naming bias, zero is unbiased, and negative is an anti-clockwise naming bias. 

 The analysis used a regression model with contrasts in Table 3-1 to test whether 

the differential reinforcement rate of neighboring categories (DIFFRATE) or 

differential reinforcement ambiguity of neighboring categories (DIFFAMBG) predicted 

the naming biases. A second regression analysis was performed that recalculated the 

naming biases after breaking down the trials based on PICTYPE, and a second 

regression analysis was done that included PICTYPE and its interactions with the 

contrasts in Table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1. Contrasts of interest for combined analysis of Experiments 1 and 2 
 Contrast loading on each stimulus type 

 2 4 6 8 10 12 

DIFFRATE 0 0.33 0 0.33 0 -0.66 

DIFFAMBG 0 0.35 0 -0.35 0 0 

Note. Stimulus Type is defined by Table 1-1. DIFFRATE = differential reinforcement 
rate of neighboring categories, DIFFAMBG = differential reinforcement ambiguity of 
neighboring categories. 
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Figure 3-1. Naming biases in categorization test. 
Panel A contains the mean naming bias across participants for each stimulus  with an 
uncertain category label. Panel B contains the mean naming bias across participants for 
each stimulus with an uncertain category label, broken down by PICTYPE. Error bars 
represent within-subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 

Results and Discussion 

 Figure 3-1 depicts the naming biases for each stimulus with uncertain category 

membership. There was no overall bias (Table 3-2, Intercept, p = 0.57), and the 

DIFFRATE and DIFFAMBG effects were non-significant (ps = 0.14). If the factor 

PICTYPE were included (Table 3-3), the results remained non-significant (ps > 0.11). 
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Table 3-2. Effects on naming biases in combined analysis of Experiments 1 and 2 
 Naming Bias 

 B SE(B) t(23) p 

Intercept 0.11 0.19 0.58 0.57 

DIFFRATE 0.92 0.61 1.52 0.14 

DIFFAMBG 1.26 0.83 1.53 0.14 

Note. DIFFRATE = differential reinforcement rate between adjacent categories, 
DIFFAMBG = differential reinforcement ambiguity between adjacent categories, B = 
average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression 
coefficient across participants. 
 
Table 3-3. Effects on naming biases in combined analysis of Experiments 1 and 2, with 
PICTYPE 

 Naming Bias 

 B SE(B) t(23) p 

Intercept 0.04 0.13 0.33 0.74 

DIFFRATE 0.52 0.43 1.20 0.24 

DIFFAMBG 0.79 0.62 1.28 0.21 

PICTYPE -0.07 0.04 -1.66 0.11 

DIFFRATE x PICTYPE 0.47 0.28 1.67 0.11 

DIFFAMBG x PICTYPE -0.07 0.28 -0.23 0.82 

Note. DIFFRATE = differential reinforcement rate between adjacent categories, 
DIFFAMBG = differential reinforcement ambiguity between adjacent categories, 
PICTPYE = image emotionality, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, 
SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
 

General Discussion of Experiments 1 and 2 Behavioral Effects 
 

 Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that aversive conditioning changes the processing of 

a previously neutral CS. Detection and discrimination abilities are improved for stimuli 

that have been frequently paired with emotion-provoking stimuli. No previous studies 

had measured changes to detection and discrimination using the same conditioning 

paradigm, or used a stimulus space that was complex enough to disentangle the effects 
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of reinforcement rate from reinforcement ambiguity. 

 The conditioning paradigm did not shift category boundaries, however the task 

used to measure these biases may have been underpowered. A more sensitive test for 

naming biases would force participants to categorize square-wave gratings with novel 

orientations rather than categorizing stimuli that had been explicitly paired with 

multiple different category names, which may have taught participants to apply the 

labels in an equal, unbiased manner. 

 An important limitation to these results is that the current experimental design 

cannot differentiate between a static bottom-up perceptual changes that facilitate the 

processing of the gabor test stimulus, a more a dynamic top-down effect evoked by the 

appearance of the square-wave grating, or a combination of the two. Future experiments 

can decouple the presentation of a particular stimulus category and a particular test 

gabor to explore these two mechanisms. 

 

Conditioning Without Awareness 

 The conditioning paradigm did not result in changes to the likeability of the CS, 

and participants did not report conscious awareness of CS-UCS contingencies during 

debriefing. Admittedly, these tests were not particularly sensitive, but it is plausible that 

the demanding categorizing task during conditioning limited attention to the UCS and 

impeded the development of contingency awareness. However, the plausibility of 

conditioning without awareness has been heavily debated. A review by Lovibond and 

Shanks (2002) acknowledges that implicit learning can occur outside awareness, but 

due to underpowered instruments for measuring awareness, there is no definitive 
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evidence that conditioning occurs without awareness. 

 However, evaluative conditioning (EC) is discussed as a form of conditioning 

with the best evidence for attention-free conditioning. A typical EC paradigm pairs a 

neutral CS (e.g., square-wave grating) with an affective UCS (e.g., an IAPS image), and 

then measures likeability ratings, evoked physiological responses, or affective priming 

to determine whether the CS has acquired the emotional valence of the UCS (De 

Houwer, 2007). Affective priming is measured as a facilitation in the ability to identify 

an emotional or non-emotional stimulus when it is preceded by a stimulus with 

congruent emotional content (Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell & Kardes, 1986; Hermans, 

De Houwer & Eelen, 1994; Hermans, Spruyt & Eelen, 2003); this describes the 

phenomenon captured by RATExPICTYPE interaction during the categorization test 

task in Experiments 1 and 2, and is consistent with the lack of awareness regarding CS-

UCS contingencies. However, the role of awareness in EC is still debated (Dawson, 

Rissling, Schell & Wilcox, 2007; Snyder, Blank & Marsolek, 2008), so it must be 

emphasized that we do not make the claim participants were unaware of the 

contingencies. It is possible that our tests lacked the sensitivity to measure partial 

awareness, and our interpretation does not critically depend on whether the participant 

was aware (or unaware) of the contingency. 

 

Hemispheric Asymmetries in Detection 

 The effect of conditioning on target detection differed across the visual 

hemifields, implying that visual processing in the two hemispheres was differentially 

affected by conditioning. Detection for highly-reinforced stimuli was faster than 
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detection for rarely-reinforced stimuli when presented to the right cerebral hemisphere 

(RH), consistent with theories implicating a right hemisphere bias for all emotional 

processes (Erhan, Borod, Tenke, & Bruder, 1998; Mills, 1912 cited in Murphy, Nimmo-

Smith, & Lawrence, 2003; Müller, Keil, Gruber & Elbert, 1999; Sackeim, Gur, & 

Saucy, 1978; Spence, Shapiro, & Zaidel, 1996), the processing of negative or 

withdrawal-related affect (Coan & Allen, 2004; Harmon-Jones, 2003; Sutton & 

Davidson, 1997), or learning emotional new associations during conditioning 

(Hughdahl, 1995). 

 Conversely, responses in the detection task were slower for highly-reinforced 

stimuli relative to rarely-reinforced stimuli when targets were presented to the left 

cerebral hemisphere (LH). This may reflect impaired processing for negatively-

valenced emotional stimuli in the left hemisphere, which has been associated with the 

processing of positive or approach-related affect (Coan & Allen, 2004; Harmon-Jones, 

2003; Sutton & Davidson, 1997). Alternatively, visual processing in the LH may be 

unaffected by conditioning, and the slowed reaction times for highly-reinforced LH 

targets is due to strengthening of the target representation in the RH, resulting in a 

relative weakening for LH targets. This relative weakening would increase the time 

needed for evidence to accumulate in favor of a LH response despite the fact that the 

LH representations had not changed. This question can be answered more directly by 

calculating the contrast detection thresholds in each visual field. These calculations will 

be performed in Experiment 3, along with a measure of target discrimination ability in 

each visual field. 
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Delayed Effect Onset 

 The effects of aversive conditioning on detection and discrimination performance 

appeared in the second half of the experiment, suggesting that either perceptual changes 

develop slowly or require a large number of training trials. Although these data cannot 

dissociate duration and number of training trials, the former hypothesis is consistent 

with animal studies that demonstrate ACh-mediated neural reorganization developing 

gradually over the course of an hour (Ji & Suga 2003). However, human neuroimaging 

studies frequently report that changes to the neural activity evoked by the CS occur 

almost immediately following conditioning (Bröckelman, Steinberg, Elling, Zwanzger, 

Pantev & Junghöfer, 2011; Hermann, Ziegler, Birbaumer & Flor, 2000; Kluge, Bauer, 

Leff, Heinze, Dolan & Driver, 2010; Liu, Keil & Ding, 2011; Moratti, Keil & Miller, 

2006; Pizzagalli, Greischar & Davidson, 2003; Stolarova, Keil & Moratti, 2005; 

Tabbert, Stark, Kirsh & Vaitl, 2006; Weisz, Kostadinov, Dohrmann, Hartmann & 

Schlee, 2007; Wong, Bernat, Bunce & Shevrin, 1997; Wong, Bernat, Snodgrass & 

Shevrin, 2004). This difference in effect onset either implies that the behavioral and 

perceptual changes lag behind neural changes, or that the large number of CSs used in 

the present report has delayed the onset of all conditioning effects. In the next set of 

analyses, changes in visually-evoked event related potentials (ERPs) during the 

perceptual test task were used to test the onset of neural effects in this paradigm. 

  

Combined Analysis of Experiments 1 and 2: Effects of Conditioning on Visually 
Evoked Potentials 

 
 Functional MRI indicates that emotional stimuli increase activation in primary 
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sensory cortices (Lang et al., 1998; Mourao-Miranda et al., 2003; Vuilleumier, 

Armony, Driven & Dolan, 2001), and stimulus-locked ERPs indicate that emotional 

stimuli are associated with increased amplitude for components traditionally related to 

sensory processing (Olofsson, Nordin, Sequeira & Polich, 2008). Aversively 

conditioned stimuli evoke a similar pattern of effects in fMRI (Damaraju, Huang, 

Feldman-Barrett & Pessoa, 2009; Serences & Saproo, 2010) and ERP studies 

(Bröckelman et al., 2011; Hermann et al., 2000; Kluge et al.,  2010; Liu et al.,  2011;  

Moratti et al., 2006; Pizzagalli et al., 2003; Stolarova et al., 2005; Tabbert et al.,  2006; 

Wong et al.,  1997; Wong et al., 2004; Weisz et al., 2007). However, these neural 

changes following conditioning have only been linked to perceptual changes in two 

fMRI studies (Li et al., 2008; Padmala & Pessoa, 2008) and no ERP studies. Therefore, 

the primary aim of the following analyses is to compare the ERP changes following 

conditioning to the perceptual changes after conditioning.  

 These analyses determined how changes visually evoked ERPs (and source-

estimates of ERP activation) relate to changes in perceptual ability by analyzing EEG 

data collected during the perceptual test tasks in Experiments 1 and 2. Previous reports 

indicate that aversive conditioning can change ERP activity almost immediately after 

conditioning, but Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that perceptual changes developed 

gradually over many trials. The primary aim of the ERP experiment is to compare the 

timecourse of ERP and perceptual changes associated with conditioning. Additionally, 

the experimental design retains the ability to dissociate effects due to reinforcement rate 

and reinforcement ambiguity, so the experiment will attempt to identify correlates of 

these values in the ERP activation. 
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Methods 

 Participants. The EEG analysis combined the participants from Experiments 1 

and 2 into a single sample containing 24 participants (17 female; age M = 20.4, range 18 

to 31 years). 

 EEG acquisition. Data was collected using an Advanced Neuro Technologies 

(http://www.ant-neuro.com/) 64 channel electrode cap with active shielding. Electrodes 

aligned to the 10-20 system, referenced to vertex (Cz), and impedances were less than 

10 kΩ. The EEG signal was amplified, digitized at 512 Hz and recorded using ASA 

(http://www.ant-neuro.com/products/asa). Subsequent processing was performed using 

the EEGLAB toolbox (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/) and custom Matlab scripts. 

 ERP preprocessing. EEG data were high-pass (1 Hz) and notch filtered (55-

65Hz) using an IIR filter. Channels with standard deviations exceeding 100 µV or 

kurtosis five standard deviations above the average were replaced via spherical spline 

interpolation. The mastoid electrodes (M1 and M2) were dropped, and EEG was 

average referenced to the remaining 62 electrodes. Data epochs were formed for each 

trial of Perceptual Test task (Figure 1-4), extending from 750ms before a square-wave 

onset to 1000ms after onset. Each epoch was baseline corrected using the average 

voltage at each channel in the window 50ms prior to the square-wave onset. Epochs 

with channel voltages exceeding +/- 300 µV or containing highly improbable data 

(rejection threshold set at 6 standard deviations) were marked as artifactual and rejected 

for containing gross artifact. 

 Artifact correction with independent components analysis. Spatial principal 
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components analysis (PCA) was performed to reduce the 62 channel EEG recording to 

25 spatial principal components, and independent components analysis (ICA) was 

performed on extract 25 independent components (ICs) for each participant. Epochs of 

data with improbable IC timecourses (threshold set at 5 standard deviations) were 

rejected, and ICA was run again. This second set of ICs was inspected manually for 

each participant to determine which ICs corresponded to artifactual sources (e.g., eye 

blinks, saccadic movements), and the EEG signal was reconstructed without these ICs. 

 Design. The epochs from each experimental condition were averaged to form 

ERP waveforms for each participant. Twenty-four different ERP waveforms were 

formed – one for each of the twelve different stimulus categories, separated by the 

whether they occurred in the first or second half of the experiment. The ERP 

timecourses were trimmed to -50 to 340ms relative to square-wave onset. 

 Temporal principal components analysis. A data-driven approach – temporal 

principal components analysis (PCA) – defined the time windows for each ERP 

component in accordance with the recommendations by Dien, Beal and Berg (2005). 

The covariance across every condition, channel and participant was measured between 

every pair of time points. The eigenvectors of the temporal covariance matrix are the 

principal components (PCs), and a scree-test determined how many PCs to retain. The 

retained factors were normalized to unit length, and promax rotated. A full-width half-

max threshold was applied to each rotated PC to define that points in a component time 

window. 

 ERP statistical analysis. The average voltage was calculated at each channel in 

each component time window. The same two-stage regression analysis from 
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Experiments 1-3 was used to estimate the effect of RATE, AMBG, CATAMBG and 

HALF at each electrode. 

 Correction for multiple comparisons was performed by finding clusters of 

contiguous significant electrodes and comparing their cluster mass to a null-distribution. 

Thresholding based on cluster mass is preferable to permutation-based approaches that 

only correct for cluster extent or the absolute-maximum test statistic, because these 

alternatives ignore strong, focal effects or diffuse, weak effects, respectively (Bullmore, 

Suckling, Overmeyer, Rabe-Hesketh, Taylor & Brammer, 1999; Jokisch & Jensen, 

2007). Electrode clusters were formed by identifying neighboring electrodes that each 

had a two-tailed p < 0.05 (uncorrected), and the cluster mass was the sum of the signed 

square-root of t-scores. Significance was assigned to a cluster mass by comparing it a 

null-distribution of expected maximal cluster-mass formed using a permutation 

approach (Nichols & Holmes, 2002). For each permutation, the twelve stimulus 

categories were randomly relabeled, then regression values and cluster-masses were 

recomputed. The largest cluster-mass on the scalp was added to the null distribution, 

and then the next permutation began. A distribution of maximal cluster-masses under 

then null-hypothesis was created by using 3,500 permutations. A cluster was significant 

if it contained at least five electrodes and has cluster mass with p < 0.05 (corrected). 

 Distributed source estimation. There are several algorithms that approximate a 

solution to the EEG inverse problem – i.e., inferring which brain regions are responsible 

for a given a pattern of voltages across the scalp. Some approaches assume that there 

are only small number of electrical dipoles generating the pattern on the scalp, however 

these solutions require that the experimenter have strong a priori knowledge about the 
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number and location dipoles for the EEG signal. An alternative approach assumes that 

the EEG signal is created by the activity of thousands of dipoles organized on a lattice 

in the brain, resulting in a pattern of electrical activation distributed across many voxels 

in the brain. This distributed approach does not require assumptions about the number 

or location of neural generators, but instead makes assumptions about the spatial 

distribution of activity. The sLORETA algorithm creates a distributed source-estimate 

by selecting the pattern of current density that is consistent with the scalp recording that 

with the greatest degree of spatial smoothing (Pascual-Marqui, 2002). sLORETA has 

been thoroughly validated, including with simultaneous EEG/fMRI (Vitacco et al., 

2002; Mulert et al., 2004). 

 sLORETA analysis stream. Significant effects on the scalp were followed up with 

an analysis of sLORETA source-estimates. The sLORETA-KEY toolbox 

(http://www.uzh.ch/keyinst/loreta) was used to create a source-estimate of the voltage 

within a particular component window, and statistical analyses were performed using 

the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris & Schoffelen, 2011; 

http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl/) in Matlab. A boundary-element model derived from the 

MNI152 template (Fuchs, Kastner, Wagner, Hawes & Ebersole, 2002) is used for the 

sLORETA forward-model. The source space contains 6,239 voxels on a 5mm grid 

restricted to cortical grey matter according to the probabilistic Talaraich atlas. The 

leadfield regularization parameter was set to an SNR of 10. 

 Source-estimates were analyzed using massively-univariate linear regression 

models to predict the log-transformed sLORETA activation at each voxel. Correction 

for multiple comparisons used a permutation-based approach to calculate the expected 
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absolute maximum t-statistic under the null hypothesis (Nichols & Holmes, 2002). For 

each permutation, the twelve stimulus categories were randomly re-labeled, regressions 

were recomputed in, and the maximal absolute t-statistics in the source space was added 

to the null distribution. The distribution was formed using 2,000 permutations. 

Significance was defined as a cluster of at least 25 voxels with p < 0.05. 

 

Results 

 
 
Figure 4-1. Temporal PCA of ERP data. 
Panel A depicts the percentage of covariance each of the first 15 principal components 
accounts for within the ERP dataset. Five PCs were retained and promax-rotated. Panel 
B depicts the loadings for the rotated PCs. For comparison, Panel C displays the global 
field power (GFP) over the same time range. 
 

 Temporal PCA. Five temporal PCs were retained based on the scree test, 
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accounting for 77% of the total covariance. The five promax-rotated components are 

shown in Figure 4-1, and topographic plots of the voltage in each of the five component 

windows for each block are in Figure 4-2. The timecourse and topography of each 

component corresponds to established components. The first component (74 – 105 ms) 

is a mixture of positive and negative voltage deflections called the C1. The C1 is 

generated primarily in striate cortex, and followed by positive (P1; 113 – 152 ms) and 

negative (N1; 146 – 186 ms) posterior deflections that likely rise from extra-striate 

visual processing (Di Russo, Martinez, Sereno, Pitzalis & Hillyard, 2001). This is 

followed by posterior positive deflection called the P2 (176 – 232 ms), and the final 

component is a sustained posterior positivity with a topography similar to the P1 (P1-

post; 234 – 340 ms). 
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Figure 4-2. Topography of ERP components. 
Each row depicts the topography of an ERP component defined via temporal PCA. 
Separate maps are shown for the first and second half of the experiment. The voltage 
scale is identical across all maps. Red denotes a positive voltage deflection, and blue 
denotes negative. 
 

 Effects of HALF. There were no clusters with a significant effect of HALF in any 

of the component windows. 

 Effects of RATE. A significant main effect of RATE (Figure 4-3) occurred in the 

P1 component window for a seven-electrode right posterior cluster (p = 0.02), such that 

the reinforcement rate is associated with decreased amplitude deflection (Figure 4-4). 

 RATExHALF interaction. A significant RATExHALF interaction also occurred 

in the P1 component window for a six-electrode left-anterior cluster (Figure 4-5; p = 

0.02). Simple effects reveal that the amplitude of the signal in the P1 window is 

inversely related to RATE in the first half of the experiment (t(23) = 2.77, p = 0.01), but 
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not in the second (t(23) = -0.60, p = 0.55). 

 
Figure 4-3. Scalp distribution of RATE and RATExHALF effects. 
Each row depicts the main effect of RATE and the RATExHALF interaction at each 
electrode within a particular ERP component window. The t-scale is identical across all 
maps. Red denotes a positive t-value, blue is negative. 
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Figure 4-4. Effect of RATE during the P1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate P1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the P1 time window for each of the twelve test stimuli in 
each half of the experiment. 
 

 
Figure 4-5. RATExHALF interaction during the P1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate P1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the P1 window for each of the twelve test stimuli in each 
half of the experiment. 
 

 Source estimation of RATE effects. A significant RATE effect occurred in the 

sLORETA source-estimate of the P1 component window (Figure 4-6). However, rather 

than decreased activity from occipital regions, RATE was associated with increased 

activity over 263 anterior voxels. The significant cluster included orbitofrontal cortex 
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(Brodmann areas 11, 47) and anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24, 25, 32). The most 

anterior portion of the temporal poles (BA 38) was also included, but this is likely a 

consequence of the highly-smoothed source-estimate. 

 The RATExHALF interaction was not significant in the P1 source-estimate after 

correcting for multiple comparisons. However, there were significant simple effects of 

RATE in the first half of the experiment – 94 voxels in orbitofrontal cortex (Brodmann 

areas 11, 47) and anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24, 25, 32) – but no simple effects for 

the second half of the experiment. Although the RATExHALF interaction is not 

significant, the simple effects are consistent with the RATExHALF interaction observed 

on the scalp in which the RATE effect is attenuated in the second half. 

 
Figure 4-6. RATE effects on source-estimated P1 activity. 
Significant main effects of RATE are displayed on source-estimated P1 activity using 
the sLORETA-KEY software package. Non-significant effects are masked out. 
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Figure 4-7. Scalp distribution of AMBG and AMBGxHALF effects. 
Each row depicts the main effect of AMBG and the AMBGxHALF interaction at each 
electrode within a particular ERP component window. The t-scale is identical across all 
maps. Red denotes a positive t-value, blue is negative. 
 
 Effects of AMBG. Main effects AMBG occurred in the P1 and N1 component 

windows (Figure 4-7). During the P1 component window, an eight-electrode central-

posterior cluster (p = 0.02) had a negative voltage deflection that increased amplitude 

for ambiguous stimuli (Figure 4-8). Similarly, during the N1 component window 

ambiguity was associated with increased negativity for a five-electrode central-posterior 

cluster (Figure 4-9; p < 0.01). 
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Figure 4-8. Effect of AMBG during the P1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate P1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the P1 time window for each of the twelve test stimuli in 
each half of the experiment. 
 

 
Figure 4-9. Effect of AMBG during the N1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate N1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the N1 time window for each of the twelve test stimuli in 
each half of the experiment. 
 

 AMBGxHALF interaction. The AMBGxHALF interaction was significant during 

the P1 component window in a six-electrode left-anterior cluster (Figure 4-10; p = 

0.02). The AMBG simple effect is not significant in the first half of the experiment 

(t(23) = -0.24, p = 0.81), but in the second half there is a significant positive voltage 
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deflection for ambiguous stimuli (t(23) = 4.74, p < 0.01). 

 

 
Figure 4-10. AMBGxHALF interaction during the P1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate P1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the P1 time window for each of the twelve test stimuli in 
each half of the experiment. 
 

 Source estimation of AMBG effects. There were no significant effects of AMBG 

in the source-estimates of P1 or N1 activity. The AMBGxHALF interaction and AMBG 

simple effects were not significant on the source-estimate of the P1 component. 

 Effects of CATAMBG. There were no clusters with a significant effect of 

CATAMBG or CATAMBGxHALF interaction in any of the component windows 

(Figure 4-11). 
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Figure 4-11. Scalp distribution of CATAMBG and CATAMBGxHALF effects. 
Each row depicts the main effect of CATAMBG and the CATAMBGxHALF 
interaction at each electrode within a particular ERP component window. The t-scale is 
identical across all maps. Red denotes a positive t-value, blue is negative. 
 
 Effects of AMBGDUECAT and AMBGNOCAT. The effects due to 

reinforcement ambiguity (AMBG) were followed up by a regression analysis to isolate 

the effects of AMBGDUECAT (Figure 4-12) and AMBGNOCAT (Figure 4-13). 

 The P1 window, which had a significant main effect of AMBG, has a significant 

effect of AMBGDUECAT in an identical eight-electrode central-posterior cluster 

(Figure 4-14; p = 0.04). The N1 component, which had a significant main effect of 

AMBG, did not have significant main effects for AMBGDUECAT or AMBGNOCAT. 
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Figure 4-12. Scalp distribution of AMBGDUECAT and AMBGDUECATxHALF effects. 
Each row depicts the main effect of AMBGDUECAT and the AMBGDUECATxHALF 
interaction at each electrode within a particular ERP component window. The t-scale is 
identical across all maps. Red denotes a positive t-value, blue is negative. 
 

 
Figure 4-13. Scalp distribution of AMBGNOCAT and AMBGNOCATxHALF effects. 
Each row depicts the main effect of AMBGNOCAT and the AMBGNOCATxHALF 
interaction at each electrode within a particular ERP component window. The t-scale is 
identical across all maps. Red denotes a positive t-value, blue is negative. 
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Figure 4-14. Effect of AMBGNOCAT during the P1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate P1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the P1 time window for each of the twelve test stimuli in 
each half of the experiment. 
 
 Interactions of AMBGDUECATxHALF and AMBGNOCATxHALF. The 

AMBGxHALF interaction in the P1 component window was followed-up by analyses 

that included the AMBGDUECATxHALF and AMBGNOCATxHALF interactions. 

The AMBGNOCATxHALF interaction was significant in a five-electrode left-anterior 

cluster (Figure 4-15; p < 0.001) that closely corresponds to the P1 AMBGxHALF 

cluster (Figure 4-10). Simple effects indicate that this cluster did not demonstrate an 

effect of AMBGNOCAT in the first half of the experiment (t(23) = -0.20, p = 0.84),  but 

had a significant positive effect of AMBGNOCAT in the second half (t(23) = 5.56, p < 

0.001).  
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Figure 4-15. AMBGNOCATxHALF interaction during the P1 window. 
The plot on the left indicates which set of electrodes is contained in the significant 
cluster. The upper-right depicts the average evoked signal in this cluster, and the grey 
box denotes the approximate P1 time window. The lower right depicts the average 
voltage in the cluster during the P1 time window for each of the twelve test stimuli in 
each half of the experiment. 
 
 Source estimation of AMBGNOCAT effects. A significant AMBGNOCAT effect 

occurred in the sLORETA source-estimate of the P1 component window (Figure 4-16). 

Activity increased for stimuli with ambiguity due not due to perceptual factors for a 135 

voxel cluster in right posterior parietal cortex (BA 7, 31, 40). The 

AMBGNOCATxHALF interaction and simple effects were not significant. 

 

 
Figure 4-16. AMBGNOCAT effects on source-estimated P1 activity. 
Significant main effects of AMBGNOCAT are displayed on source-estimated P1 
activity using the sLORETA-KEY software package. Non-significant effects are 
masked out. 
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Discussion 

 Effects of reinforcement rate. The aversive conditioning paradigm altered the 

ERPs evoked by the conditioned stimuli. Square-wave gratings that were frequently 

reinforced had a reduced amplitude P1 component (113-152ms). Although this appears 

to contradict previous reports of increased activity in sensory cortex for emotional 

stimuli, a number of other ERP studies have reported that aversive conditioning reduces 

the amplitude of visually evoked potentials (Begleiter, Gross & Kissin, 1967; Begleiter, 

Gross, Porjesz & Kissin, 1969; Liu et al., 2011; Wong et al., 1997; Wong et al., 2004). 

This conflict was resolved using source-estimation to determine that the P1 RATE 

effect was not due to changes in posterior visual areas – instead it was attributed to 

increased activation in orbitofrontal and ventromedial PFC for highly-reinforced 

stimuli. Functional MRI has detected activation in this region during aversive-

conditioning studies (Li et al., 2008; Rolls, Critchley, Mason & Wakeman, 1996), 

possibly due to its role in signaling expected value (Kahnt, Heinzle, Park & Haynes, 

2010; Knutson, Taylor, Kaufman, Peterson & Gloer, 2005; Rushworth & Behrens 2008; 

Tobler, Christopoulos, O’Doherty, Dolan & Schultz, 2009). The firing rate of neurons 

in ventral PFC can differentiate between emotional and non-emotional images within 

120ms of stimulus onset (Kawasaki et al., 2001), corresponding with the timing of the 

P1 window. 

 However, the effect of RATE interacts with HALF. Over the course of the 

experiment, the magnitude of P1 attenuation is significantly stronger in the first half of 

the experiment before any of the behavioral/perceptual effects of RATE appear. This 

suggests that activation in PFC may represent a learning signal that drives perceptual 
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reorganization, explaining why it precedes behavioral effects. Prefrontal regions may 

compare the expected emotional value of the input with some measure of perceptual 

efficacy, and then determine whether the current stimulus representation is acceptable 

given its degree of emotional relevance. Medial frontal regions have been implicated in 

perceptual learning (Kahnt, Grueschow, Speck & Haynes, 2011), so if a stimulus 

representation needs improvement, these regions are capable of providing top-down 

signals to orchestrate sensory reorganization. Although the learning-signal 

interpretation of this effect is largely speculative, it is an important concept that could 

lead to a reinterpretation of ERP effects following conditioning – rather than 

representing some permanent change due to acquired emotional value, they may reflect 

transient learning signals that precede any permanent changes. 

 Effects of reinforcement ambiguity. The ERPs evoked by conditioned stimuli 

were affected by reinforcement ambiguity – square-wave gratings with ambiguous 

reinforcement rates had a sustained negative deflection during the P1 (113-152ms) and 

N1 (146-186ms) component windows at centroparietal electrodes. This was not caused 

by perceptual or categorical ambiguity (e.g., CATAMBG; Grinband, Hirsch & Ferrera, 

2006) or emotional ambiguity that could be attributed to perceptual ambiguity (e.g., 

AMBGDUECAT) – the change was related solely to the predictability of the UCS (e.g., 

AMBGNOTCAT). 

 Source-estimation suggested that the effect arises form right posterior parietal 

cortex (PPC), a region that animal research has implicated in the representation of 

reward contingencies (Platt & Glimcher, 1999) and plays a critical role in the allocating 

attention during associative learning (Bucci, 2009; Maddux, Kerfoot, Chatterjee & 
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Holland, 2007). More specifically, human research has implicated the PPC is processing 

uncertainty and ambiguity – it is activated by ambiguous stimuli in weather prediction 

tasks (Huettel, Song & McCarthy, 2005) or when aversive stimuli are delivered 

unpredictably (Carlsson, Andersson, Petrovic, Petersson, Öhman & Ingvar, 2006). The 

left PPC is deactivated when there is greater ambiguity about which stimulus will occur 

(i.e. CATAMBG; Bach, Hulme, Penny & Dolan, 2011), but the present report finds that 

the right PPC is activated by greater ambiguity regarding the reinforcement for a 

particular stimulus (i.e., AMBGNOCAT). Future research should be performed to 

develop a more complete account of hemispheric differences between the left and right 

PPC and their role in representing various forms of ambiguity. 

 Lastly, ambiguity effects changed over the course of the experiment, becoming 

stronger in the second half. Given that emotional associations with high reinforcement 

rates extinguish more rapidly than associations with intermediate (i.e. ambiguous) 

reinforcement rates, the late-appearing AMBG effect actually a represents emotional 

value after the strongest effects have been extinguished. This hypothesis does not hold 

up to scrutiny because a) this region does not have an effect of RATE early in the 

experiment, and b) the perceptual changes that are driven by RATE show no signs of 

extinction – in fact they only appear late in the experiment. However, this does raise the 

question about whether there are any non-transient correlates of RATE in ERPs. 

Olofsson et al. (2008) report a large number of studies demonstrating enhanced 

activation for emotional stimuli, but the present results suggest that these effects may be 

due to a relative increase in emotional ambiguity and not value per se.  
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Experiment 3: Generalization of Aversive Conditioning 
 

 The final experiment attempted to replicate the changes to target detection found 

in Experiment 1, and expand the paradigm to explore the perceptual consequences of 

fear generalization. Conditioning automatically generalizes to similar stimuli so 

knowledge about emotional associations can be applied to novel situations (Dunsmoor, 

Mitroff & LaBar, 2009). The emotional generalization often occurs automatically, and 

some affective disorders are partially characterized by a maladaptive tendency for 

automatic overgeneralization (Lissek et al., 2008). This pervasive generalization 

contrasts with perceptual learning, which does not automatically generalize to new 

stimuli. Training to make fine perceptual discriminations (e.g. stimulus contrast, 

orientation or spatial frequency) will only lead to benefits for the training stimuli. For 

example, benefits to orientation discrimination do not generalize to new spatial 

frequencies or locations within the visual field (Green & Bavelier, 2008). 

 Emotional learning generalizes to new stimuli, but perceptual changes do not. But 

what about the perceptual changes that accompany emotional learning from 

Experiments 1 and 2? If the perceptual changes are created by the mechanisms that 

drive perceptual learning, the emotional learning will generalize but the perceptual 

changes will be limited to the training stimuli. Alternatively, if the perceptual changes 

were a formed by emotional learning mechanisms, the perceptual changes should 

generalize as freely as the emotional learning. This final experiment is a variation of 

Experiment 1 designed to measure whether the effect of RATE on target detection 

generalizes to stimuli that were not conditioned. 

 This experiment also builds on Experiments 1 and 2 by measuring perceptual 
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thresholds for contrast detection and orientation discrimination in each visual field. 

Comparing the thresholds measured at the beginning and end of the experiment 

provides an alternative method for quantifying perceptual change. 

 

Methods 

 Participants. Participants were recruited form the University of Minnesota 

community in accordance with guidelines from the local Institutional Review Board and 

received either US$30 or class credit for participation. Data was collected from sixteen 

participants, however four were dropped due to poor behavioral performance 

(orientation discrimination thresholds exceed 20 degrees, see below). The final sample 

contained twelve right-handed participants (eight female; ages M = 21.4, range 18 to 35 

years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

 Materials. Stimuli were presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 

1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) in Matlab on a 17-inch CRT monitor viewed 

from 130 cm with a 60 Hz refresh rate. Participants made responses using their right 

hand on the number-pad of a standard QWERTY keyboard. 

 Square-wave stimuli. Because the previous studies did not find any effects related 

to category ambiguity (CATAMBG), the stimulus space was simplified to remove the 

stimuli with ambiguous category membership. The resulting stimulus space used only 

four square-wave orientations (Table 5-1), but retained the ability to dissociate 

reinforcement rate and reinforcement ambiguity. 
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Table 5-1. Stimulus space for Experiment 3 
 Stimulus space for Experiment 3 

Category label 1 2 3 4 

Orientation 0º 45º 90º 135º 

RATE 1/6 1/2 5/6 1/2 

AMBG 0.65 1 0.65 1 

Note. Stimulus orientation is counterbalanced across participants. RATE = 
reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, calculated as the entropy of the 
reinforcement rate. 
 

 Procedure. Figure 5-1 depicts the order of the various tasks in Experiment 3. 

Participants began by performing the Category Introduction task and judging the 

likeability of each square-wave grating. These tasks are identical to those in 

Experiments 1 and 2, except that they now only use the four square-wave gratings listed 

in Table 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1. Protocol for Experiment 3. 
 
 
 Measuring discrimination thresholds. Orientation discrimination thresholds were 

measured using the QUEST adaptive staircase procedure (Farell & Pelli, 1999; Watson 

& Pelli, 1983). Each trial was identical to target detection trials in Experiment 1 (Figure 

1-4), except that the a) orientation of the gabor patch target varied relative to the square-

wave and the b) task required the participant to indicate if the gabor orientation was the 

same or different as the orientation of square-wave grating. If the gabor had the same 

orientation by pressing 1 or 6, respectively. Gabor contrast was always at 27%. One-

third of the trials presented the gabor with the same orientation, and the other trials used 

a random orientation different between 0.25 and 20 degrees (in 0.25 degree increments) 
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selected by the QUEST algorithm. 

 The QUEST algorithm approximated the psychometric function for orientation 

discrimination with a Weibull distribution (β=3.5, δ= 0.1) and false alarm rate (γ) 

initially set to 0.5. However, once the participant had seen at least three same trials in a 

given condition, γ was updated based on their actual false alarm rate. However, a floor 

and ceiling were set for γ at 1/(2s) and 1-1/(2s), where s is the number of same trials up 

to that point. The threshold was defined as the point on the psychometric function 

where participants would report different on 82% of trials. The initial estimates for the 

threshold were set to 10 degrees with a standard deviation 8.5 degrees. Eight QUEST 

algorithms were run simultaneously to measure orientation discrimination thresholds 

around each of the stimulus orientations (0º, 45º, 90º and 135º) in each visual field. 

Trials were presented in a fully random order. Each condition used 20 trials, with 6 

being the same orientation, for a total of 160 trials in a test. Participants whose 

orientation discrimination threshold was 20 degrees or greater for any condition were 

dropped from the experiment. 

 Measuring detection thresholds. Detection thresholds were also measured using 

the QUEST adaptive staircase algorithm with a procedure similar to the discrimination 

thresholds task. Each trial for measuring the discrimination threshold was identical to 

the trials used for target detection in Experiment 1 (Figure 1-4), except the contrast of 

the gabor varied between 1% and 39%. The contrast on each trial was selected using the 

QUEST algorithm, which assumed that the psychometric function for target detection 

varied as a function of log-contrast and could be approximated by a Weibull distribution 

(β=3.5, δ= 0.1, γ = 0.5). The threshold was defined as the log-contrast value at which 
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detection accuracy was at 82%. The initial estimates for the threshold were set at 12% 

contrast with a standard deviation of 1% contrast. Eight QUEST algorithms were run 

simultaneously to measure contrast detection threshold at each stimulus orientation (0º, 

45º, 90º and 135º) in either visual field. Trials were presented in a fully random order. 

Each condition contained 30 trials, for a total of 240 trials in a test. 

 Categorization training. Like Experiments 1 and 2, the categorization task served 

the dual purpose of teaching how to label the different stimulus categories and 

performing the conditioning by pairing each square-wave grating with emotional and 

non-emotional images. The trial structure is identical to that used in Experiments 1 and 

2 (Figure 1-3), however the simplified stimulus space requires fewer training trials. 

Each stimulus category was presented 18 times per block, for 72 trials per training 

block. Trial order was pseudo-randomized such that three consecutive trials would not 

have the same category label or identical image emotionality. Odd-numbered training 

blocks mirror reversed the IAPS images to ensure that emotional content was presented 

equally to each visual hemifield. 

 Detection generalization test. The detection generalization task tested how 

quickly and accurately a participant could detect small gabor patches in either visual 

field, and if the benefits due to conditioning generalize to targets with different 

orientations. The trial structure was identical to the detection task used in Experiment 1 

(Figure 1-4), except the orientation of the gabor test stimulus could differ from the 

orientation of the square-wave grating. The pre-conditioning discrimination thresholds 

determined the magnitude of orientation differences used. The discrimination threshold 

for each orientation was averaged across visual fields, and forced to lie between 2 and 
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15 degrees. Gabor patches could be presented with the same orientation as the square 

wave, with a small orientation difference (50% of the discrimination threshold) or a 

large difference (200% of the discrimination threshold). 

 There were  72 different experiment conditions (4 square-wave orientations x 3 

orientation differences x 3 gabor contrasts x 2 hemifields) with six trials per condition, 

for a total of 432 trials per block. Trial order was pseudo-randomized such that no three 

consecutive trials used the same square-wave orientation and no four consecutive trials 

presented targets in the same hemifield. The experiment pauses halfway through each 

block for a short. 

 Like Experiments 1 and 2, “surprise trials” were included during the perceptual 

test to help prevent extinction of the conditioning effects. These trials displayed an 

IAPS slide instead of a gabor patch, and participants were instructed to press the 1-4 

key to categorize the square-wave grating when this happened. Twelve surprise trials 

occurred at random in each block – four trials for the stimuli with 0% reinforcement 

rate, four trials for the stimuli with 50% rates, and four trials for stimuli with 100% 

reinforcement rate. 

 Categorization test. The categorization test trials were identical to those used in 

Experiments 1 and 2 (Figure 1-5). The purpose of this task was to test how well 

participants had learned the category names and to ensure that the CS-US associations 

formed during the categorization training are not extinguished. 

 

Results 

 Effect on likeability judgments. There were no main effects on likeability 
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judgments (Table 5-2, ps > 0.47), indicating that the contrasts of interest from the 

aversive conditioning paradigm were not associated the stimulus likeability collapsed 

across pre- and post- conditioning. Moreover, there were no significant interactions 

with HALF (ps > 0.64) indicating that the difference between pre- and post-

conditioning stimulus likeability was not associated with any contrast of interest. 

 

Table 5-2. Effects on likeability ratings in Experiment 3 
 Likeability ratings 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 3.43 0.24 14.52** < 0.01 

RATE 0.13 0.26 0.48 0.65 

AMBG -0.54 0.71 -0.76 0.47 

HALF 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 

RATE x HALF -0.13 0.39 -0.32 0.76 

AMBG x HALF -0.36 0.73 -0.49 0.64 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, B = average 
regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression 
coefficient across participants. 
 

 Error rate effects in categorization test data. The z-transformed error rates 

during the categorization test task were significantly below chance (Table 5-3, 

Intercept, p < 0.01), indicating that participants accurately categorized the stimulus 

categories (overall error rate 1.6%). No main effects (ps > 0.18) or interactions were 

significant (ps > 0.19). 
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Table 5-3. Effects on categorization test error-rate in Experiment 3 
 z-transformed Error Rate 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept -9.96 0.28 -35.99** < 0.01 

RATE 0.50 0.91 0.55 0.60 

AMBG -0.53 1.21 -0.44 0.68 

PICTYPE -0.27 0.18 -1.48 0.18 

RATE x PICTYPE -0.74 0.67 -1.10 0.31 

AMBG x PICTYPE 0.79 0.54 1.45 0.19 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, PICTYPE = 
image emotionality, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = 
standard error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
 

 Response time effects in categorization test data. Response times in the 

categorization test task trended toward significant effects of RATE and PICTYPE 

(Table 5-4; ps = 0.11), suggesting that responses were slower following an emotional 

image or a CS with an emotional association. The effect of AMBG was not significant 

(p = 0.73), and interactions with PICTYPE were not significant (ps > 0.39). 

 
Table 5-4. Effects on categorization test reaction time in Experiment 3 

 log-transformed Reaction Time 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 5.61 0.15 36.71 < 0.01 

RATE 0.12 0.06 1.84 0.11 

AMBG -0.09 0.25 -0.36 0.73 

PICTYPE 0.03 0.02 1.83 0.11 

RATE x PICTYPE 0.05 0.06 0.91 0.39 

AMBG x PICTYPE -0.05 0.13 -0.38 0.72 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, PICTYPE = 
image emotionality, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = 
standard error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
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 Target detection effects. The initial analysis of target detection task was an 

attempt to replicate the effects from Experiment 1, so it was restricted to gabor patches 

with the same orientation as the square-wave grating. 

 Signal detection analyses. The d’ scores for the target detection task (Figure 5-2; 

Table 5-5) were greater than zero (d’ = 3.58; Intercept, p < 0.01), indicating that 

participants accurately detected the test stimuli. Participants trended toward less 

accurate detection in the second half of the experiment (d’ = 3.47) relative to the first 

half (d’ = 3.69; HALF, p = 0.06), but no other effects approached significance (ps > 

0.36). There were no significant effects of response bias (ps > 0.08). 

 
Table 5-5. Effects on target detection d’ in Experiment 3 

 Detection test d’ 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 3.58 0.32 11.13** < 0.01 

RATE -0.11 0.18 -0.61 0.56 

AMBG 0.08 0.33 0.25 0.81 

HALF 0.11 0.05 2.19 0.06 

RATE x HALF 0.17 0.17 0.99 0.36 

AMBG x HALF 0.08 0.13 0.63 0.55 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, HALF = the 
first/second half of the experiment, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, 
SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
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Figure 5-2. Target detection test performance in Experiment 3. 
Panel A depicts the mean target detectability (d') across participants for each of the 
stimulus categories. Panel B depicts the mean response times for each stimulus. Error 
bars are within-subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 
 
 Response time analysis. As depicted in Figure 5-2 and Table 5-6, responses were 

slower following square-wave gratings with high reinforcement rates (418ms) relative 

to gratings with low reinforcement rates (405ms; RATE, p = 0.02). However, RATE did 

not interact with HALF, HEMI or HEMIxHALF (ps > 0.22). Responses were 11ms 

faster in the second half of the experiment (p = 0.05), but no other effects were 

significant (ps > 0.08). 
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Table 5-6. Effects on detection test response time in Experiment 3 
 log-transformed Response Time 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 5.99 0.07 83.66** < 0.01 

RATE 0.06 0.02 2.53* 0.02 

AMBG 0.11 0.06 1.69 0.11 

HALF 0.03 0.01 2.17* 0.05 

RATE x HALF 0.03 0.03 1.28 0.22 

AMBG x HALF -0.02 0.03 -0.47 0.64 

HEMI -0.01 0.01 -0.34 0.74 

RATE x HEMI 0.02 0.02 0.93 0.37 

AMBG x HEMI -0.05 0.03 -1.81 0.09 

HALF x HEMI -0.01 0.01 -1.86 0.08 

RATE x HALF x HEMI -0.01 0.02 -0.22 0.83 

AMBG x HALF x HEMI -0.02 0.04 -0.61 0.55 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, HALF = the 
first/second half of the experiment, HEMI = the visual hemifield of target presentation, 
B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the 
regression coefficient across participants. 
 

 Target generalization effects. The generalization of conditioning effects on 

detection were tested by varying the orientation of the test gabor stimulus, and 

measuring the relative change in signal detection scores or response time. 
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Figure 5-3. Target generalization effects in Experiment 3. 
Panel A depicts the relative sensitivity (d’) for detecting gabor patches that have either a 
small (ORDIFF 1, grey line) or large orientation difference (ORDIFF 2, black line). 
Positive values indicate greater sensitivity for the different-orientation stimulus. Panel B 
depicts the relative log-transformed response times. Positive values indicate that 
responses are faster for the different-orientation stimulus. Error bars depict within-
subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 
 Relative signal detection ability. Figure 5-3 illustrates how the relative d’, 

calculated as d’ for the different orientation minus d’ for the same orientation, changes 

as a function of ORDIFF and reinforcement schedule. Positive values indicate that 

discrimination was improved relative to the same orientation test gabor. There was no 

overall improvement or decrement to d’ when testing gabor patches with different 

orientations (Table 5-7, Intercept, p = 0.98), but a significant effect of ORDIFF 

indicates that d’ was better for stimuli with a large orientation difference relative to a 

small orientation difference (p = 0.05). 

 The RATE x ORDIFF interaction was significant (p = 0.02). Simple effects 

analyses indicate that there was a trend for RATE to improve detection when for small 
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orientation differences (t(11) = 2.35, p = 0.05), but not for large orientation differences 

(t(11) = 0.59, p = 0.59). No other effects on relative d’ were significant (ps > 0.15). 

 The relative response bias (log-β) trended toward a more rightward bias (t(11) = -

2.00, p = 0.06) that was stronger in the second half of the experiment (t(11) = 2.04 p = 

0.06). No other response bias effects were significant, ps > 0.17. 

 

Table 5-7. Effect on relative target detection d’ in Experiment 3 
 Difference in d’ 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept -6.0 x 10-4 0.03 -0.02 0.99 

RATE 0.22 0.22 0.99 0.34 

AMBG 0.07 0.35 0.22 0.83 

ORDIFF -0.05 0.02 -2.13* 0.05 

RATE x ORDIFF 0.38 0.14 2.62* 0.02 

AMBG x ORDIFF -0.07 0.13 -0.52 0.61 

HALF 0.01 0.05 0.21 0.84 

RATE x HALF -0.05 0.22 -0.23 0.82 

AMBG x HALF 0.05 0.22 0.24 0.81 

ORDIFF x HALF -0.01 0.02 -0.32 0.75 

RATE x ORDIFF x HALF 0.16 0.10 1.52 0.15 

AMBG x ORDIFF x HALF -0.06 0.15 -0.39 0.70 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, ORDIFF = 
orientation difference used to test generalization over large or small stimulus changes, 
HALF = the first/second half of the experiment, B = average regression coefficient 
across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of the regression coefficient across participants. 
 

 Relative response time. Figure 5-3 illustrates how the relative response time, 

calculated as the log-RT for the different orientation minus the log-RT for the same 

orientation, changes as a function of ORDIFF and reinforcement schedule. Positive 
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values indicate that responses were faster relative to the same orientation test gabor. 

Overall, responses were faster for different orientation stimuli (Table 5-8, Intercept, p < 

0.01). Moreover, the significant effect of ORDIFF (p < 0.01) indicated that the response 

speeding was greater for larger orientation differences. Relative speeding was greater 

for stimuli with ambiguous reinforcement rates (p < 0.01), but no other effects were 

significant (ps > 0.08). 

 Effects on perceptual thresholds. An additional test of perceptual change 

following conditioning was performed by comparing the pre- and post-conditioning 

detection and discrimination thresholds. 

 Changes in discrimination threshold. Changes in discrimination threshold were 

measured using the log of the pre-conditioning threshold minus the log of the post-

conditioning thresholds (Figure 5-4), so positive values indicate that discrimination 

ability increased over the course of the experiment. There was not an overall increase of 

decrease in discrimination ability (Table 5-9, Intercept, p = 0.99), but discrimination 

ability did increase at orientations with unambiguous reinforcement schedules (p < 

0.01). There were no other main effects of discrimination threshold (ps > 0.33). 

 There was a significant RATE x HEMI interaction (p = 0.03). Simple effects 

analysis indicate that neither visual field has significant effect of RATE, but RATE was 

weakly associated with a decreased LVF/RH discrimination ability (t(11) = -1.59, p = 

0.19), and no effect of RATE in the RVF/LH discrimination ability (t(11) = 0.82, p = 

0.46). No other interactions were significant (ps > 0.24). 
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Table 5-8. Effect on relative target detection response time in Experiment 3 
 Difference in RT 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 0.02 0.01 4.29** < 0.01 

RATE 0.05 0.03 1.52 0.14 

AMBG 0.12 0.04 3.02** < 0.01 

ORDIFF -0.01 0.01 -2.75** < 0.01 

RATE x ORDIFF -0.01 0.02 -0.60 0.56 

AMBG x ORDIFF 0.02 0.02 0.96 0.34 

HALF 0.01 0.01 0.56 0.58 

RATE x HALF 0.02 0.03 0.62 0.54 

AMBG x HALF -0.04 0.04 -0.97 0.34 

ORDIFF x HALF -0.01 0.01 -0.92 0.36 

RATE x ORDIFF x HALF 0.01 0.01 0.25 0.80 

AMBG x ORDIFF x HALF 0.02 0.02 0.93 0.36 

HEMI 0.01 0.01 0.52 0.60 

RATE x HEMI 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.99 

AMBG x HEMI -0.06 0.04 -1.49 0.15 

ORDIFF x HEMI -0.01 0.01 -1.35 0.19 

RATE x ORDIFF x HEMI 0.01 0.01 0.69 0.50 

AMBG x ORDIFF x HEMI -0.01 0.02 -0.70 0.49 

HALF x HEMI -0.01 -0.01 -0.68 0.50 

RATE x HALF x HEMI -0.02 0.04 -0.46 0.65 

AMBG x HALF x HEMI 0.01 0.04 0.41 0.69 

ORDIFF x HALF x HEMI -0.01 0.01 -1.32 0.20 

RATE x ORDIFF x HALF x HEMI -0.01 0.02 -0.49 0.63 

AMBG x ORDIFF x HALF x HEMI -0.05 0.02 -1.84 0.08 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, ORDIFF = 
orientation difference used to test generalization over large or small stimulus changes, 
HALF = the first/second half of the experiment, HEMI = the visual hemifield of target 
presentation, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error 
of the regression coefficient across participants. 
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Figure 5-4. Changes to perceptual thresholds in Experiment 3. 
Panel A depicts the relative change in discrimination threshold for each of four stimulus 
categories presented to either visual field. Change is measured as the logarithm of the 
pre- versus post- test threshold, so positive values imply that performance is better in 
the second test. Panel B depicts the relative change in detection threshold for each of 
four stimulus categories presented to either visual field. Error bars depict within-
subjects standard error (Morey, 2008). 
 
Table 5-9. Effects on discrimination threshold in Experiment 3 

  log(pre-threshold /post-threshold) 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.99 

RATE 0.08 0.07 1.04 0.33 

AMBG -0.34 0.10 -3.38** < 0.01 

HEMI -0.02 0.02 -1.00 0.35 

RATE x HEMI -0.20 0.08 -2.57* 0.03 

AMBG x HEMI 0.13 0.10 1.28 0.24 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, HEMI = visual 
hemifield, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of 
the regression coefficient across participants. 
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 Changes in detection threshold. Change in detection threshold were measured 

using the log of the pre-conditioning threshold minus the log of the post-conditioning 

threshold (Figure 5-4), so positive values indicate that detection ability increased over 

the course of the experiment. There was an overall increase in detection ability (Table 

5-10, Intercept, p = 0.01), and a RATE x HEMI interaction (p = 0.02). Simple effects 

indicate that neither visual field had significant effects of RATE, but there is a trend for 

RATE to decrease detection ability in the LVF/RH (t(11) = -1.97, p = 0.12), and no 

effect of RATE on detection threshold in the RVF/LH (t(11) = 0.66, p = 0.54). No other 

effects or interactions were significant (ps > 0.19). 

Table 5-10. Effects on detection threshold in Experiment 3 
  log(pre-threshold /post-threshold) 

 B SE(B) t(11) p 

Intercept -0.06 0.02 -3.07* 0.01 

RATE -0.09 0.11 -0.87 0.41 

AMBG -0.06 0.07 -0.84 0.43 

HEMI -0.03 0.02 -1.45 0.19 

RATE x HEMI -0.16 0.06 -2.89* 0.02 

AMBG x HEMI 0.11 0.09 1.27 0.24 

Note. RATE = reinforcement rate, AMBG = reinforcement ambiguity, HEMI = visual 
hemifield, B = average regression coefficient across subjects, SE(B) = standard error of 
the regression coefficient across participants. 
 

Discussion 

 Experiment 3 was designed to replicate the effects of aversive conditioning on 

target detection, and extend the paradigm to explore how the perceptual effects of 

conditioning generalize to new stimuli. However, the general pattern of results from 

Experiment 1 did not replicate, making it difficult to relate the effects between 
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experiments. The tasks performed during the conditioning paradigm can change the 

pattern of tuning curve changes in rat auditory (Berlau & Weinberger, 2008) or piriform 

cortex (Chan, Barnes & Wilson, 2011). Similarly, it is likely that the use of a simpler, 

deterministic stimulus space in Experiment 3 engaged different category-learning 

mechanisms and engaged a different conditioning strategy. 

 Implicit measures of conditioning and cue combination. Experiments 1 and 2 

used an affective priming effect to demonstrate that participant had implicit knowledge 

of the stimulus reinforcement rates; they were slower at categorizing a low-

reinforcement stimulus categories if it was paired with emotional image, and slower at 

categorizing a high-reinforcement stimulus category if it was paired with a non-

emotional image. This effect did not appear in Experiment 3, but this could be predicted 

from the literature on optimal cue combination. 

 During categorization training, participants learn that there are multiple cues 

associated with stimulus category – the orientation of the square-save grating, and the 

emotionality of the IAPS image. Categorization performance is optimized by adjusting 

the relative weight of each cue based on its reliability (i.e., cue integration; Kersten & 

Yuille, 2003). Humans optimize the combination of multiple perceptual cues using this 

strategy (Ernst, 2007; Hillis, Watt, Landy & Banks, 2004), so it is plausible that the 

present categorization task was performed by combining the “grating orientation” and 

“IAPS emotionality” cues. The reliability of the “IAPS emotionality” cue did not 

change between Experiments 1 and 3, however, removing the CATAMBG factor in 

Experiment 3 made the reliability of “grating orientation” increased a great deal. This 

means that the relative contribution of the “IAPS emotionality” cue to categorization 
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will be drastically reduced in Experiment 3. 

 Unfortunately, without this implicit affective priming measure in Experiment 3, 

there was no demonstration that participants learned anything implicitly or explicitly 

about the emotional associations. However, subsequent sections describe behavioral 

changes that are systematically affected by the reinforcement rate and reinforcement 

ambiguity, suggesting that the conditioning paradigm did have an effect on CS 

representation. 

 Conditioning-induced changes to target detection. In Experiment 1, targets in 

the LVF/RH that had been frequently paired with emotional images were detected more 

quickly than targets that were less-frequently paired with emotional images; targets in 

the RVF/LH that had been frequently paired with emotional images were detected more 

slowly than targets that were less-frequently paired with emotional images. In 

Experiment 3, targets – in either visual field – that had been frequently paired with 

emotional images were detected more slowly targets that had been less-frequently 

paired with emotional images. Moreover, the slowing effect in Experiment 3 occurred 

in both halves of the experiment, but the changes to detection Experiment 1 only 

appeared late in the experiment. These differences may result from different category-

learning systems being engaged in Experiment 3. 

 The brain contains multiple, dissociable category learning systems, and given the 

simplified stimulus space, it is possible that different learning systems were engaged 

between Experiments 1 and 3. If categorization requires a combination of multiple cues 

(e.g., combining orientation and emotionality cues in Experiment 1), categorization may 

be reliant on a basal ganglia system that learns slowly over many trials; if categorization 
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can be performed with a rules that each operate on single cue (e.g., orientation in 

Experiment 3), prefrontal cortex may be engaged for rapid category learning (Ashby & 

Maddox, 2005; Ashby & Maddox, 2011; Maddox & Ashby, 2004). The different 

categorization cues used in Experiments 1 and 3 would recruit different category-

learning systems, and could explain the earlier onset of emotional effects in Experiment 

3. 

 Another relevant distinction between category-learning systems is whether there 

is implicit or explicit knowledge of the category structure – activation in extrastriate 

visual regions is decreased for a category that was learned implicitly, but activity in the 

same regions was increased if the category learning was explicit (Aizenstein et al., 

2000). This may play a role in explaining the slower detection responses for emotional 

categories in Experiment 3, but additional research on the interactions between 

category-learning systems and emotional systems is necessary before any meaningful 

explanations can be made. 

 Generalization of target-detection effects. Detection was faster if the test 

stimulus had a different orientation than the square-wave grating, likely due to a short 

timescale, orientation-specific perceptual adaptation effect (Blakemore & Nachmias, 

1971; Boynton & Finney, 2003). However, the magnitude of this speeding effect was 

greatly reduced for stimuli with unambiguous reinforcement rates. The most likely 

interpretation of this effect is that detection is enhanced for unambiguously reinforced 

stimuli, but this benefit does not generalize to new stimuli; the relative speeding for 

detection at different orientations is reduced because same-orientation targets are 

detected more quickly. By this account, the perceptual effects that accompany aversive 
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conditioning do not generalize, but it is not clear whether this is true for conditioning 

paradigms that involve different category learning systems (i.e., Experiments 1 and 2). 

 Conditioning-induced changes to perceptual thresholds. Orientation 

discrimination and contrast detection thresholds change over the course of the 

experiment in a manner consistent with performance during the perceptual test task. 

Highly reinforced targets trend toward impaired detection thresholds in the RVF/LH, 

likely corresponding to the increased response time for target detection during the 

perceptual test task. Discrimination thresholds improved for targets presented to the 

RVF/LH if they had unambiguous reinforcement rates. It is likely that there is a 

connection between the improved orientation discrimination thresholds for these 

stimulus categories and the altered generalization across orientations for these same 

stimuli. 

 All of the threshold changes occurred within the RVF/LH, contradicting previous 

reports of RH dominance in conditioning paradigms (Hughdahl, 1995). This LH bias 

may reflect the fact that categorization in Experiment 3 could be performed using a 

rule-based, verbalizable category boundaries. The changes to visual processing that 

accompany category learning are initially restricted to the right hemisphere, but the left 

hemisphere was only affected once participants developed more explicit conceptual 

knowledge regarding the category structure (Seger, Poldrack, Prabhakaran, Zhao, Glove 

& Gabrieli, 2000). Given the differences in the categorization task difficulty between 

Experiments 1 and 3, participants Experiment 1 had less conceptual knowledge and 

limited LH involvement. 

 Conclusion. This experiment was intended to follow-up to Experiment 1 by 
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testing the generalization of conditioning-induced changes to target detection. However, 

changes to the conditioning paradigm prevented a replication of Experiment 1, making 

it difficult to connect these results to previous experiments. Instead of expanding the 

conclusions from Experiments 1 and 2 on how emotional factors can change perceptual 

processes, this final experiment demonstrates how the structure of a perceptual task can 

alter the effects of emotional learning. Explaining the results from Experiment 3 

depends on future research into the interaction between emotional learning and the 

various category learning systems in the brain. 

 

General Discussion, Future Directions and Concluding Thoughts 
 

 These experiments tested whether acquired emotional value could alter perceptual 

processing. Previous reports have found that viewing emotional stimuli can facilitate 

subsequent visual processing. However, previous studies generally used stimuli with 

well-established emotional value (e.g., expressive and neutral faces), ensuring that their 

manipulation of emotional value was accompanied by a change in perceptual content. 

The use of an aversive conditioning paradigm allows the emotional and non-emotional 

stimuli to be counterbalanced across participants so the experimenter can be certain that 

the effects are not due to the perceptual characteristics of the emotional of non-

emotional stimuli. 

 The aversive conditioning paradigm also grants the experimenter more control 

over the nature of the emotional association formed with various stimuli. The effects of 

emotional value and emotional ambiguity are indexed by a stimulus’ reinforcement rate 
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and the entropy of the reinforcement rate, respectively. Most conditioning studies use 

two conditioned stimuli with different reinforcement rates, so these different effects are 

confounded. This experiment used twelve conditioned stimuli with a variety of 

reinforcement rates to deconfound the effects of emotional value and emotional 

ambiguity. 

 The behavioral results from Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrate that learned 

emotional value – and not emotional ambiguity – is associated with increased target 

detection and discrimination abilities, respectively. These effects develop gradually 

over the course of the experiment, suggesting that the conditioning-induced effects on 

visual processing are the product of a relatively slow learning process. 

 Neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that emotional objects and aversively 

conditioned objects evoke more activity, but the present ERP results indicate that the 

amplitude of visually evoked potential in the P1 window is reduced for stimuli with 

emotional value. Source-estimation suggests that this effect is due to increased 

activation in anterior regions and not decreased activation for posterior regions. 

Moreover, this effect occurs in the first half of the experiment – preceding the onset of 

perceptual changes – and dissipates over time. The source-estimate and timecourse of 

this effect suggest that it play may reflect the activation of a reinforcement learning 

signal from frontal cortex used to drive the perceptual reorganization that occurs in the 

second half of the experiment. 

 Although there were no perceptual or behavioral changes associated to emotional 

ambiguity, Experiment 1 and 2 found evidence that the brain does process ambiguity 

rapidly after stimulus onset. Emotionally ambiguous stimuli are associated with a 
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sustained negative deflection over centro-parietal during the P1 and N1 component 

windows. Source estimation indicates that this effect is associated with increased 

activation in the right posterior parietal cortex, a region previously implicated in 

associative learning and the processing of uncertainty. 

 Lastly, Experiment 3 was performed to measure whether conditioning-induced 

changes to target detection would generalize to novel stimuli by altering the stimulus 

space used in Experiment 1. However, these changes to the statistical structure of the 

stimulus space lead to a pattern of results that drastically differed from Experiment 1 – 

target detection was impaired for stimuli with emotional value. Instead of providing 

insight into how conditioning-induced perceptual effects generalize to new stimuli, this 

experiment primarily serves to illustrate how changes to the categorical structure of 

stimuli can engages different category learning systems which interact with emotional 

learning in a very different manner. Future lines of research can pursue the original 

question of perceptual generalization, but also determining how emotional learning 

interacts with the different category learning systems in the brain. 

 There are two major limitations for the current experimental design that should be 

addressed in subsequent studies. First, the current results confound effects that are due 

to bottom-up changes in perceptual representations are effects due to top-down 

attentional and context-dependant modulations of visual processing. The bottom-up 

effects could be measured by removing the CS presentations from the perceptual test, 

and top-down effects could be measured by using test stimuli that are unrelated to the 

CS. The second limitation was that reinforcement rate was used as a proxy for 

emotional value – these two values could be deconfounded if the experiment used UCSs 
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with varying intensities. 

 One interesting application of this paradigm is to study the perceptual 

consequences of fear generalization, which would have relevance to understanding 

affective disorders such as PTSD of generalized anxiety (McMenamin & Marsolek, 

under review). However, as demonstrated by Experiment 3, any attempt to explore the 

generalization of emotional effects is dependant on the statistical and categorical 

relationships between stimuli. Research at the intersection of category learning and 

emotional learning can be used to elucidate the principles of generalization in different 

psychological domains, and to specify the constraints that perceptual processes and 

emotional processes apply to each other. 
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Appendix A: Formulae for Calculating Uncertainty 

Figure A-1 contains a graphical model describing the causal relationship 

between an object category, C, it's emotional value, V, and the image it creates, I. For 

example, in Experiments 1-3, C is a random variable that can take on the values {C1, 

C2, … C6} and creates a square-wave grating image to appear with a particular 

orientation, I = {0º, 15º, … 165º}. An IAPS image appears on each conditioning trial, 

creating a value, V, of 0 (neutral image) or -1 (negative emotional image). 

 

 

Figure A-1. Graphical model depicting the causal relationship between object category, 
emotional value, and an image. 

 

Ambiguity can be measured for any of the random variables in this model using 

entropy. If X is a discrete random variable that has the value xi with probability p(xi), 

entropy is defined as: 

H X( ) ≡ − p xi( )
xi ∈X

∑ log p xi( )( ) 
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If the value of a random variable X is known, (i.e. p(xi) = 1 for some value of i), the 

entropy is zero. Entropy increases with the uncertainty in the true of X up to H(X) = 1 

(when p(xi) = p(xj) for any i,j). 

The categorical ambiguity (CATAMBG) for a stimulus is defined as the entropy 

in the variable C given that a particular image, I j, is present: 

CATAMBG Ij( )≡ H C | I j( )= − p Ck | I j( )
Ck

∑ log p Ck | I j( )( ) 

 

Emotional ambiguity of a stimulus Ij is the entropy of V given that a particulate 

image, I j, is present: 

p vi | I j( )= p vi |Ck( )
Ck

∑ p Ck | I j( )

AMBG Ij( )≡ H V | I j( )= − p vi | I j( )log p vi | I j( )( )
vi

∑
 

However, this measure of emotional ambiguity combines two inferential steps – 

participants first infer which categories are likely given an image, p(C | I j), and then the 

likelihood of reinforcement is calculated for each category, p(V | Ck). These two 

components of AMBG are partitioned out as ambiguity not due to categorical 

uncertainty (AMBGNOTCAT) and ambiguity due to categorical uncertainty 

(AMBGDUECAT). 

The entropy calculations for AMBGNOTCAT do not include any terms 

sensitive to perceptual or categorical likelihood (e.g., p(C | I j)), so it only reflects the 

ambiguity inherent to the value of each object category. AMBGNOTCAT only takes on 

large values if it is likely that a category with ambiguous value is present. 
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AMBGNOTCAT Ij( )= H V |Ck( )p Ck | I j( )
Ck

∑  

AMBGDUECAT is defined as any ambiguity remaining ambiguity: 

AMBGDUECAT Ij( )= AMBG Ij( )− AMBGNOTCAT Ij( ) 
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Appendix B: IAPS Image Numbers 
 

Neutral IAPS images 

2038, 2102, 2104, 2190, 2210, 2215, 2221, 2305, 2385, 2394, 2397, 2440, 2441, 2480, 

2485, 2493, 2495, 2499, 2506, 2512, 2513, 2570, 2600, 2890, 5500, 5510, 5520, 5530, 

5531, 5532, 5533, 5534, 5535, 5740, 5750, 5800, 7000, 7002, 7004, 7006, 7009, 7010, 

7020, 7025, 7030, 7031, 7034, 7035, 7040, 7042, 7043, 7050, 7052, 7053, 7055, 7056, 

7057, 7058, 7059, 7060, 7080, 7090, 7100, 7110, 7150, 7170, 7175, 7185, 7186, 7187, 

7190, 7211 

 

Negative IAPS images 

1019, 1022, 1026, 1030, 1040, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1101, 1110, 1111, 

1113, 1114, 1120, 1200, 1205, 1220, 1230, 1240, 1270, 1274, 1275, 1280, 1300, 1301, 

1302, 1303, 1310, 1321, 1525, 1617, 2730, 3000, 3005, 3010, 3015, 3030, 3051, 3053, 

3060, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3068, 3069, 3071, 3080, 3100, 3101, 3102, 3110, 3120, 3130, 

3140, 3150, 3160, 3168, 3170, 3181, 3225, 3250, 3261, 3266, 3301, 3400, 3550, 9405, 

9561, 9570 


